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The overall objective of this research is to address the need for using similar 
conceptual design problems in experiments in engineering design creativity. This is 
accomplished by addressing three sub-objectives i) to identify the pattern of design 
problem usage, ii) to enable comparison between two conceptual design problems based 
on their natural language representations and iii) to analyze the impact of design problems 
on effectiveness of example interventions used in user studies in engineering design 
creativity. 
Design problems are an essential component of experiments in creativity research. 
The requirements of experiment’s design sometimes limit problem sharing between 
researchers or studies conducted by them. For understanding and identifying the design 
problem usage pattern, two network representations of design problems, connected to each 
other by authors and papers using them has been used. Both networks indicate that several 
problems have been used for creativity experiments and suggest the need for using same 
or ‘similar’ design problems to reduce between-study differences in design problem usage. 
This addresses the first objective of identifying pattern of design problem usage in 
creativity research. 
Problem similarity is assessed using two methods. The first method is based on 
identification of five structural elements of a design problem namely goals of a problem, 
functional requirements, non – functional requirements, reference to an existing product 
and information about end user. The protocol for identifying these elements in problem 
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statement and then comparing design problems is illustrated through two examples. The 
second method for similarity assessment is based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) of 
problem statements. LSA provides an objective method to compare semantic similarity of 
problem statements. Both methods help address the research objective of comparing 
problems based on their representation but fail to evaluate problem solvability.  
For understanding whether design problems influence the effectiveness of 
examples used as interventions, a meta-regression model between effect size and problem 
size has been used. Regression models suggest that problem size might have a linear 
relationship with effectiveness of examples for quantity of ideas produced by treatment 
group participants but enough evidence did not exist to suggest similar relationship for 
metrics quality and novelty. This addresses the sub-objective of design problems affecting 
the effectiveness of methods tested in experiments and overall objective of the need for 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Design problems in creativity research 
A design problem (or design task) is a statement of requirement, need or function 
desired in the product [1]. The role of any engineering activity is to solve existing or 
anticipated problems of society, either through a new, innovative solution or improvements 
to the existing solutions. Identification of the problem is essential, in order to solve it. 
Often, design problems are presented to engineers and practitioners in the form of a 
requirement or need statement [2]. It is essential that such ‘statement of requirements’ are 
represented accurately to capture the essence of the original problem. Design problems are 
typically expressed using natural language, so that they are well understood by everyone 
[3][4]. Using natural language representation, however may lead to ambiguity in semantic 
interpretation by different designers (or problem solvers) [5,6]. At times, restating problem 
statements in a different way alters the requirements and objectives of the original problem 
as well [7].  
An important characteristic of problems in engineering design, which differentiates 
it from problems encountered in other fields such as mathematics is the absence of unique 
solution state for a given design problem. Also, the steps and transformations needed to 
traverse from problem state to solution state is unknown, and is a function of the designer’s 
background, experience, creativity and other factors[8]. The progression from initial state 




design problem and solution space simultaneously [9–12]. Designers (or participants) 
formulate a partial representation of design problem as perceived by them, then work 
towards a solution to satisfy their problem representation. In the next progressive sequence, 
the problem is restructured based on initial solution generated, and the process is repeated 
until a final solution is arrived at, which satisfies the task requirements, as deciphered by 
the designer [13]. However, this process may also be solution driven, where the final 
solution state is chosen first, only to be re-modified and re-configured to suite the 
requirements mentioned in the problem task [14].  
Research in engineering creativity often requires the use of predetermined design 
problems which is assigned to the study participants who generate solutions for the 
problem. These solutions are then compared across a variety of factors [15]. For example, 
a design problem used in an experiment conducted by Johnson and coauthors [16] was to 
‘Design a litter control device for volunteers’. However, design problems used in creativity 
research differ from problems encountered by designers in real life. Real world design 
problems are often presented as a new product proposal or a design change request arising 
from market needs, product ageing or a host of other factors [17]. These problems contain 
detailed specifications for functionalities and performance requirements of the product, 
with quantitative data being associated with most specifications. Deadlines and cost targets 
also form a part of such design problems, making it a comprehensive document [18]. A 
real life design problem contains all relevant information related to customer needs, 
functional requirements, spatial requirements, interface requirements and other details 
which enable the designer to create a realizable product [19]. Real problems are generally 
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large and may require long duration for developing a final solution. On the contrary, design 
problems developed for user studies in creativity (or conceptual problems) are generally 
designed to be appropriate for subjects of the experiment, are abstract in nature, solution-
neutral and within the domain of knowledge of the researchers [11][20]. Conceptual 
problems are designed to encourage concept generation and creative thinking. Using 
simplified problems allows the researchers to study cognitive thought process and the 
impact of ‘treatment’ or design method being tested in a controlled space. This is also 
essential due to the limited experimentation time available for user studies which are 
generally conducted in academic settings with student participants [21]. It also reduces the 
need for the participants to possess multifaceted domain knowledge and expertise while 
solution formation. The focus of conceptual problems is on creative ideas and concepts 
with less impetus on inclusion of engineering considerations like design for 
manufacturability, design for assembly and service. Contrary to real life design problems, 
design problems used for user studies may or may not be associated with a real life 
customer or market need. For instance, Hernandez and Shah [22] used the ‘Ping- pong ball 
transporter’ problem in their experiment which does not have reference to an immediate 
customer who needs it. 
“Design a device to ‘transport’ a ping-pong ball the farthest distance powered only by 
a standard issue compression spring. The device is to be constructed with a limited set 




 Table 1-1 shows examples of two conceptual design problems which have been 
used in the past. Problem 1 requires the design of solar heating and cooking device while 
problem 2 seeks the design of a new table for offices. In both examples, generic 
requirements from the product are specified without delving into details about form or 
design specifications. This is done to facilitate idea generation amongst participants. Both 
problems require basic understanding of engineering principles which was expected to be 
possessed by participants in the respective experiments (undergraduate mechanical 
engineering students in both case).  
Table 1-1: Examples of design problem used in experimental studies in design creativity 
Design Problem 1 
Develop products that utilize sunlight for heating and cooking food. The products should 
be portable and made of inexpensive materials. It should be able to be used by individual 
families, and should be practical for adults to set up in a sunny spot. Note: Specific 
materials for a targeted temperature can be postponed to a later stage [23].  
Design Problem 2 
It is asked to design a new table for offices that allows alternate sitting and stand up 
work. There are a lot of people who must work on sitting position the full day. The 
possibility to alternate positions during working time could drive to an improvement in 
health and productivity. The current tables that allow combining positions in work have 
limited surface, not enough for design, architecture and engineering needs [24]. 
 
1.2. Research motivation 
Researchers in creativity in engineering design have made significant contributions 
in furthering the understanding of human creativity and cognition. The engineering design 
research community is engaged in exploring diverse areas of human creativity. However, 
in the absence of a common research method, differences in research approach have also 
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surfaced. The design problem used in creativity experiments is one such source of 
difference between researchers. This difference can be attributed to the experiment’s 
requirement based on which researchers design their problems. For instance, for studying 
the effectiveness of TRIZ intervention, Hernandez and coauthors [25] used a ‘LED traffic 
light design’ as their design problem since domain familiarity and  technical complexity 
were important requirements for the participant sample being used. In another creativity 
study conducted by Hernandez and Shah [22] to understand the key components of ideation 
method using provocative stimuli, a ‘ping pong ball transportation device’ was used as a 
design problem since this was found to be suitable.  
Design problems have been shown to influence the outcome of creativity tasks 
[15][26]. Their formulation and selection is therefore an important part of experiment 
design. Although researchers spend considerable time and effort in problem formulation, a 
research gap exists as far as design problem sharing between different experiments and 
their reuse in experiments is concerned. Since using the same problem is not always 
possible due to experiment’s requirements, an alternative approach could be to use 
problems which are similar to each with respect to their contextual meaning, structure, 
effort needed for solving and motivation imparted to participants. Researchers have used 
different ways for comparing problems such as problem structure, requirements contained, 
word counts and results from past experiments [15,27,28]. It is felt that comparing 
problems based on their contextual meaning and structural elements can further help 
researchers in problem comparison and formulation. In the long run, these methods can 
also be used as a means for establishing and comparing benchmarked design problems for 
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use in experiments in engineering design creativity. Also, similar problems can be used for 
testing the robustness of design methods and tools being developed. Addressing this 
research opportunity can therefore enable researchers to compare and use conceptual 
design problems from the existing pool of problems which could ultimately lead to higher 
problem reuse in experiments. 
1.3. Research objectives 
The overall objective of this research is to address the need for using similar design 
problems in creativity research. The focus of this research is to study design problems and 
identify the need and ways to reduce variability in design problem usage across 
experiments. 
The main objectives of this research are to: 
 Understand and identify the pattern of design problem usage to show how design 
problems have been used in creativity studies by researchers. 
 Enable comparison between conceptual design problems based on problem statement.  
 Analyze the influence of design problems on the effectiveness of intervention or 
method tested in user studies in design creativity using meta-regression. Specifically, 
the effect of design problems on effectiveness of examples used during experiments is 
studied. 




Figure 1-1: Overall objective and supporting objectives for research 
1.4. Key research tasks 
The approach chosen for addressing the research objectives is discussed in Chapter 
three. The following research tasks are undertaken for specifically answering these 
research objectives: 
a. Generation of graph to identify how design problems have been used in the past 15 
years by researchers. (Chapter 4) 
b. Postulation and evaluation of methods to compare conceptual design problems. 
(Chapter 5) 
c. Meta-regression analysis to understand the impact of design problem on effectiveness 
of intervention (presenting examples during ideation) in user studies in engineering 
design creativity. (Chapter 6) 
1.5. Overview of thesis 
Table 1-2 provides an overview of the research objectives and tasks accomplished 



















Table 1-2: Overview of objectives and research tasks accomplished in thesis 
Overall research 
objective 
To address the need for using similar conceptual design problems 
for experiments in engineering design creativity. 
Sub-objectives 
 To understand and identify the pattern of design problem 
usage. 
 To enable comparison between conceptual design problems 
based on problem statement. 
 To analyze the influence of design problems on effectiveness 
of example intervention in user studies in design creativity. 
Research question 1 
How can the pattern of design problem usage in creativity research 
be identified? 
Background 
Different experiments/user studies use different design problems 
based on their requirements resulting in low sharing and reuse of 
design problems. 
Research task 1 Graph based analysis of design problem usage 
Research question 2 
How can conceptual design problems be compared using their 
problem statements? 
Research question 3 
How can natural language representation be used to compare 
conceptual problems? 
Background 
Comparing conceptual design problems is essential since using the 
same design problem may not be always possible. Similar 
problems can also be used for validation and verification of design 
methods.  
Research task 2 Comparison based on structural elements 
 Similarity assessment based on Latent Semantic Analysis 
Research question 4 
Does the choice of design problem influence the effectiveness of 
example interventions? 
Background 
Design problems are important covariates in user studies in design 
creativity and have been shown to influence the results of creativity 
experiments. 





2.1. Characterizing design problems: a historic overview 
There have been several researchers across different domains who have pursued the 
idea of defining a structure or framework for representing design problems in their 
respective avenues. Eastman  [29] first identified two primary features that distinguished 
ill-defined problems in architecture from well-defined ones: lack of formal representation 
language and well-defined specifications for final goal. Eastman used an example of space 
planning problem used in architectural design to analyze the design process used for 
solution generation and concluded that search and specification processes together can 
completely depict a large number of ill-defined problems. 
Rittel [30] classified design problems as wicked problems, due to their ill-
formulation, conflicting customer requirements and speculative problem solving approach. 
Rittel used problems in general planning to elucidate the nature of design problems, which 
he referred to as ‘wicked problems’. According to Rittel, wicked problems are associated 
with the following characteristics: 
 There is no definitive formulation of a wicked problem, which means that an exhaustive
formulation containing all information required for understanding and solving the
problem can never be built into the problem statement.
 There are no stopping rules for wicked problems, since the problem solver cannot
ascertain when the job is complete.
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 There are no true or false solutions, but only good or bad solutions for wicked problems. 
Solutions which are formulated for such ill-structured or wicked problems can only be 
classified as either good or bad, since the correct solution state is unknown. Solution 
aptness is subjective and hence open to contention. 
 There are no immediate or ultimate test for solutions of wicked problems and the 
repercussions from solution implementation cannot be determined until all 
consequences resulting from solution implementation have been studied. 
 There is no opportunity to learn by trial – and – error and every implemented solution 
has irreversible consequences.  
 There are no criteria to prove that all solutions to a problem have been identified and 
considered. Such problems (including design problems) have open ended solutions and 
do not contain an exhaustive list of solutions. 
 All wicked problems are unique, in a sense that there might be additional distinguishing 
properties between two problems which override the similarities between the two 
problems. 
 There is always a cause associated with a wicked problem. Problems originate when 
there is a discrepancy between the state of affairs as it is and the ideal state of affairs as 
it should be.  
 Explanation for the existent discrepancy for a wicked problem determines the nature of 
problem’s resolution. For instance, several alternative reasons may exist for the need 
for a new hair dryer, all of which may be right. Each of these alternative explanations 
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might be correct, as there are no rules or procedures to determine the correct 
explanation. 
 The problem solver has no right to be wrong when solving a wicked problem, since the 
aim is not to discover the truth but to solve existing problems of community. A ‘wrong’ 
solution can have serious consequences. 
Simon [8] emphasized on lack of well-defined solution and transformation states 
as a characteristic of design problems which he also reckoned as ill-structured problems. 
Simon highlighted the following characteristics of well-defined problems: 
 Presence of a description of solution state or a test to determine whether the solution 
state has been reached or not. 
 Presence of a set of terms describing and characterizing the initial state, goal state and 
intermediate states. 
 Presence of a set of operations which define how to transform from one state to another. 
Simon then used the problem of ‘designing a house’ which he classified as ill-structured 
since it lacked the characteristics of a well-structured problem. Simon also elucidated how 
designers constantly modify and re-structure the problem statement as solutions are 
derived, leading to co-evolving problem definition. 
Most of these characteristics for a wicked problem can be seen in conceptual design 
problems, such as: 
 Conceptual problems do not always contain all required information needed for solving 
them. Problems are open ended and do not contain specific information related to form, 
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size, features and interface. This is purposely done by researchers to keep the focus of 
participants on ideation. 
 Like wicked problems, conceptual design problems can have open ended solutions. For 
example, a problem statement ‘design a device which can compost vegetables’ [31] is 
open ended and does not insinuate towards a particular design solution. A problem 
statement ‘design a hair dryer’ hints towards a known solution but still is open ended 
as far as the shape, form and interface of the solutions generated is concerned. 
 The solution state for design problems used in experimental studies may not be 
exhaustive. Participants may not be able to determine whether they have identified all 
solutions to the given problem or not. Wicked problems have similar characteristics.  
 The steps needed to transform from problem to solution is generally unknown for 
participants in a user study which uses a conceptual problem. This is why solutions 
generated vary from person to person since there are no definitive rules for 
transformation like wicked problems. 
Table 2-1 shows a comparison between wicked problems and conceptual problems 
based on presence or absence of characteristics identified by Rittel and Simon.  
Table 2-1: Comparison between wicked problems and conceptual problems 
Characteristic Wicked problem Conceptual problem 
No definitive formulation  
No stopping rules  
No true or false solutions  
No immediate tests for solutions  
No trial and error opportunity  
Unknown solution space  
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Characteristic Wicked problem Conceptual problem 
All problems are unique  
Cause for problem's origin is known  
Solver can't generate a wrong solution  
Steps to transform to solution unknown  
 
Dixon and coauthors [32] proposed a taxonomical characterization of design 
problems. Mechanical design problems are classified into five major categories based on 
the nature of initial and desirable final knowledge states. The basic problem types include: 
 Functional problems 
 Phenomenological problems 
 Embodiment problems 
 Attribute problems 
 Parametric problems 
Dixon and coauthors also sub classified the initial state of knowledge of artifact type by 
specifying a physical type, an assessment type and coupling. They also defined the size of 
a problem statement as the number of design variables needed to describe the component 
which is to be designed. According to Dixon and co-authors, coupling is a measure of 
interdependence among the performance parameters and the design variables which 
specify the design itself. Designs are completely uncoupled when each performance 
parameter are determined by a single design variable alone. The proposed taxonomy by 
Dixon and coauthors is suited to existent products and problems which have a detailed 
description associated with them. For a problem to be included in one of the five categories, 
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a description of initial and final states of knowledge associated with the problem is needed. 
For instance, initial state of knowledge may be in the form of perceived needs, function, 
physical phenomenon, embodiment, artifact type or artifact instance. Thus, the research 
opportunity emerging from Dixon’s work is: 
Can the size of design problem be evaluated based on problem description? 
 
Ullman [33] extended the taxonomy by including the design environment and the 
design process in the taxonomy. Ullman characterized design problem based on design’s 
initial and final states, its refinement level and representation language. The modified 
refinement levels for design include perceived needs, design specifications, functions, 
physical phenomenon, artifact type and artifact instance. According to Ullman, another 
aspect of initial and final design states can be associated with the representation language 
used for problem definition. However, he admits that in order to fully define the design 
problem, satisfaction criteria and knowledge of attainment of final solution state are 
needed. Further, Ullman also illustrated the application of his taxonomy for different 
design stages. In particular, he concurred to the fact that conceptual design could be 
described by design problems alone without any reference to environment or design 
process. The initial and final states of a design problem were defined by two characteristics: 
refinement level and representation. The taxonomy provided by Ullman enables one to add 
structure to problem statement and provides the research opportunity of using information 
contained in problem representation as distinguishing factor between two problems. Figure 
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2-1 shows an overview of Ullman’s taxonomy as applied for conceptual design problem 
classification and the research opportunities arising from his proposed methodology. 
 
Figure 2-1: Ullman's taxonomy for design problems and research opportunity arising from it [33]. 
Goel [34,35] proposed twelve common features of design task environments, and 
suggested that some of these salient characteristics can constitute good examples of design 
activity. According to them, design tasks comprise of three elements: i) a goal, ii) a problem 
and iii) other external factors. They identified 12 discernible features of design task 
environments: 
 There is lack of information in all three components of a design problem.  
 Two types of constraints are generally present in design task environments, namely 
nomological and social. While social constraints are negotiable, nomological 
constraints comprise of natural laws which are non – negotiable.  
 Design problems are generally complex and require long time scales for arriving at a 
solution. 
 Design problems are comprised of multiple parts, decomposition of which is 
determined by the practice and experience of the designer.  
Research Opportunity 
Information contained in 
problem representation 


























 The components of a design problem are not logically interconnected. However, 
contingent connections and interconnections between the component does exist. 
 Inputs to design problems consist of information about end user, the goals and the 
functions that need to be performed to meet the goals. Outputs from a design problem 
consist of an artifact specification. 
 A feedback loop from the real world during problem solving does not exist. The 
feedback from end users comes only after the product has been designed and 
constructed. 
 A difference exists between the specification of the artifact and product delivery. 
 Product specification always precedes product delivery. 
Goel and coauthors later justified the presence of these characteristics in design problem 
spaces by illustrating their presence in two well – structured problems: crypt – arithmetic 
and Moore – Anderson logic task. Design problem spaces were generalized as co – 
evolving spaces, where continuous restructuring of design problem with solution evolution 
occurs. This work by Goel and coauthors describes the general characteristics of design 
problems and presents the following research opportunity: 
How to quantitatively compare design problem representations based on certain 
characteristics or features contained in them? 
 
Frost [36] suggested an eight factor non-orthogonal taxonomy for categorization of 
engineering design problems in order to allow systematic correlations to be made between 
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different problem classes and appropriate methods for solving them. The eight factors 
according to Frost’s taxonomy include: 
 Type of entity being designed: This factor consists of a list of discipline areas which 
can help in categorization of problems. The type of entity considered could be very 
general by discipline only (viz. aeronautical, biomedical and others), more specific 
relating to devices within mechanical discipline (viz. compressors, conveyors, cranes 
and others) and very specific, relating to components within a device (viz. balance 
shaft, bearings, bolts and others).  
 Degree of innovation involved: According to Frost, the degree of innovation required 
for solving a problem statement can be gauged from the stereotype of product which is 
needed. A scale relating to this factor can be regarded as an innovative index can be 
used for ‘quantifying’ the innovation level required for solving a problem. For instance, 
if the problems require designing a revolutionary stereotype with no pre-existing 
solutions, a high degree of innovation is needed for solving such problems.  
 Extent to which designed entity can be decomposed into sub – systems: The number of 
sub – divisions which a product can be conceptually decomposed into determines the 
ease with which problem can be solved. Products which can be decomposed into more 
sub – systems enable more people to work effectively and simultaneously.  
 Availability of adaptable solution concepts: This factor is associated with the 
availability of potentially analogous concepts which can be adapted for use in subject 
situation. The availability of adaptable solutions makes conceptual design task easier. 
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This factor can be quantified by the fraction of sub – systems for which analogous 
solutions can be found. 
 Complexity of designed entity: Complexity of the designed entity can be adjudged by 
the number of sub – systems which the designed entity will contain and the complexity 
of configuration related to each. Thus, a complete large ship is a complex entity while 
a small hose fitting can be entitled as a simple entity. The entities are labelled on a scale 
of 1 – 10 from simple to complex. 
 Degree of interaction within solution: This is determined by the extent of connection 
between the features and parameter values. According to Frost, it is difficult to ascertain 
an objective measure of this parameter. 
 Looseness or tightness of constraint that the design must satisfy: This factor is a 
measure of how exacting the constraints and requirements are in the design problem. 
An objective measure of this factor is difficult. However, a problem can be completely 
constrained or unconstrained.  
 Number of artifacts to be built: Since product cost is an indispensable part of design 
process, the number of parts which need to be manufactured has an impact on decisions 
made regarding whether a new part should be designed or an existing, off – the – shelf 
part should be used. The anticipated production volume may be determined from the 
problem statement based on the type of product being designed. For example, the 
production volume for a problem seeking design of a power house would be low as 
compared to a problem which requests for the design of a household refrigerator, the 
production volume for which can be gauged to be high. 
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Frost’s taxonomy is apt for problems which have existing products and forms associated 
with them. Assessment of factors like number of artifacts to be built and complexity of 
designed entity would be challenging in conceptual problems, since such problems are 
more abstract in nature and are ill defined. However, this work by Frost also provides the 
opportunity of using some of the elements from his taxonomy for drawing similarity 
comparison between conceptual design problems. 
Durand and colleagues [15] hypothesized nine primary characteristics that make up 
a design problem based on literature review and problems used by them in the past. 
According to Durand and coauthors, size for a problem can be estimated based on the 
number of functional requirements contained in the problem. Likewise, coupling between 
requirements and constraints can be used to gauge connectedness. However, some of their 
characteristics including participant’s familiarity with design problem and solutions 
correspond to inherent traits of participants, rather than design problem itself. Other 
characteristics like effort required in solving and degree of fixation induced are not entirely 
properties of design problem, but also depends on the nature of participants, their 
experience and skill sets. Durand and colleagues did not illustrate the presence or absence 
of these characteristics in the problems chosen by them for their experiment and thus 
present the following research opportunity: 
How can design problems be compared to each other based on the characteristics 




Table 2-2 shows the characteristics identified by different authors over the years. 






























Definitive formulation             
Stopping rules             
True or false solutions             
Immediate or ultimate test of solution             
Trial and error opportunity             
Exhaustive solution space 
identification             
Problem uniqueness             
Problem cause             
Defined initial state             
Defined goal state             
Defined intermediate state             
Transformation operations             
Functional requirements             
Phenomenological problems             
Embodiment problems             
Attribute problems             
Parametric problems             
Presence of constraints             
Problem complexity             
Interconnected parts             
End user information             
Type of entity             
Degree of innovation             
Decomposability             
Analogous solutions             
Complexity of product             
Number of artefacts             
Coupling between requirements             
Participant's familiarity             
Solvability             
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2.2. Methods for design problem evaluation 
Summers and Shah [37] evaluated the size, complexity and solvability of design 
problems and design processes based on six vocabulary elements of a design problem. 
These six vocabulary elements include design goals, independent design variables, 
dependent design variables, measures of goodness, design relationships and design 
constants. Complexity as size can be estimated by the size of language and count of 
language instances. By counting the number of design variables, functional requirements, 
non – functional requirements or subassemblies, the size of problem model can be gauged. 
In order to evaluate design problem complexity as coupling, connection between variables 
at multiple levels can be used. Problems modeled in graph based representations can be 
used for measuring coupling, based on the decomposability of the graph. A graph of design 
problem which is easily separable into distinct sub graphs is not highly connected, hence 
less coupled. For measuring design problem complexity as solvability, Summers and Shah 
suggest to measure the degree of freedom that is permitted in a constrained problem. They 
concluded that complexity as solvability increases with reduction in constraints imposed 
on design variables. This work is seminal since it enables calculation of problem solvability 
and coupling which is important while choosing a design problem for an experiment. 
Researchers generally choose problems which are within the domain of knowledge of the 
participants and as such, evaluation of problem solvability is essential in selecting an 
appropriate problem. The methods for problem evaluation discussed by Summers and Shah 
are more appropriate for parametric and embodiment design problems since such problems 
contain well defined design variables and design relations needed for complexity 
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assessment. Therefore, the following research opportunities are realized from this work by 
Summers and Shah: 
Can elements in conceptual problem statements such as functional and non-
functional requirement be used for assessing problem size? 
 
Figure 2-2 shows the summary of complexity assessment model proposed by Summers and 
Shah and the research opportunities arising from it. 
 
Figure 2-2: Summary of Summers and Shah's model and research opportunity arising from it 
Thoe and Summers [38] used a graph based approach to assess the complexity of 
exam problems. Variables or unknowns in a given problem could be linked to equations or 
known values used for solving the problem. As a result, a bipartite graph is generated with 
the variables being connected to the equations in which they are used or derived from. This 
graph is then analyzed using a variety of graph metric (viz. size, interconnection, centrality 
and decomposition). The values of metrics obtained from network analysis along with the 
Research Opportunity 
Can elements in conceptual 
problem statements such as 
functional and non-functional 
















assessed effort or point value are then used as inputs and targets for training the neural nets 
respectively. Thus, the score prediction can be obtained for a given exam problem once the 
neural network has been adequately trained. The problems used for testing this method 
were from three mainstream courses in mechanical engineering (viz. heat transfer, 
mechanisms and mechanics of materials) where correct solution states exist for such 
problems. On the contrary, design problems (especially the ones encountered in conceptual 
studies) are open ended with no known solution. Also, there are no defined transformation 
states associated with design process which elucidate the path that one needs to traverse to 
arrive at a solution. In such a case, the procedure for connecting design variables given in 
a problem statement to ‘equations’ used during solution process becomes difficult, if not 
impossible. The research opportunity arising from this work by Thoe and Summers is 
whether problem solvability for conceptual problems be assessed by relating certain 
variables in problem statement with a chosen solution state. Figure 2-3 is a summary of  
model proposed by Thoe and Summers for evaluation of exam problems and the research 
opportunity arising from their model. 
Durand and colleagues [15] hypothesized nine primary characteristics that make up 
a design problem. They also proposed a method to compare design problem similarity 
based on the measure of creativity metrics obtained from experiments using design 
problems. It was concluded that design problems which lead to comparable creativity 
metric scores are similar to each other. They compared two problems across a set of four 
metrics and found each problem generates a different ‘fingerprint’ on each metric. The two 




Figure 2-3: Summary of Thoe's model for exam problem evaluation and research opportunities arising 
from it. 
generated but different quality and variety scores. However, this procedure makes it 
difficult to ascertain which problems are similar since they produce varying results across 
the four metric. This work by Durand and others also provides a research opportunity as to 
how design problem can be compared to each other based on their statements by 
eliminating the need for using the problems in user studies before comparison is made 
possible. Figure 2-4 shows a summary of model proposed by Durand and coauthors and 
the research opportunity arising from it. 
 
Can problem similarity be assessed based on its representation alone without 
using the results of experimental study? 
 
Research opportunity 
Solvability of conceptual 
problem could be assessed 
by relating variables in 
problem statement with a 
















Figure 2-4: Summary of Durand's model and research opportunities arising from it. 
Table 2-3 summarizes the contribution from various authors over the years towards 
characterization of design problems and the potential research opportunities present in their 
works.  
Table 2-3: Summary of literature review on design problems and open research opportunities. 
Author/Year Contribution Research opportunity 
Eastman, 
1969 
 Identified two features which 
distinguish ill –defined problems 
from well – defined ones. 
 Problem solution and specification 
processes can depict ill-defined 
problems. 
Some characteristics of 
ill – defined problems 
may be used for 
characterizing 
conceptual problems. 
Rittel, 1973  Classified planning problems as 
wicked problems. 
 Identified 10 characteristics of 
wicked problems. 
Some characteristics of 




Simon, 1977  Identified the characteristics of well 
– defined problems. 
 Emphasized the idea that design 
problems co-evolve during design 
process 
Conceptual problems 
can be differentiated 
from well – defined 
problems based on 
characteristics. 
Research opportunity 
Can problem similarity be 
assessed based on 
representation alone without 




Use in protocol/ 










Author/Year Contribution Research opportunity 
Dixon, 1988  Proposed a taxonomy for design 
problems based on initial and final 
states of knowledge 
Size of design problem 
be evaluated based on 
the number of design 
variables. 
Ullman, 1992  Proposed taxonomy for problem 
characterization based on initial and 
final states of design, its refinement 
level and representation language. 
Information contained in 
problem representation 
can be used for 
comparing design 
problems. 
Goel, 1992  Suggested twelve features of design 
task environments 
 Emphasized on co-evolution of 
design problems during design 
process 
Is it possible to 
quantitatively compare 
design problems? 
Frost, 1994  Proposed an eight factor taxonomy 
for design problem 
Some of Frost's factors 






 Provided a way to determine 
complexity of design problem in 
terms of size, coupling and 
solvability 
Can language 
representation be used 





 Proposed a graph based approach 
for complexity measurement of 
exam problems 
Can conceptual 
problems be evaluated 
based on elements 
present in problem 
statement when solution 
state is unknown? 
Durand and 
Linsey, 2015 
 Hypothesized nine characteristics of 
design problems. 
 Elucidated the impact of problem 
type on results of creativity studies. 
 Use creativity scores to compare 
design problems for similarity 
How can problem 
similarity be assessed 
based on representation 







2.3. Differences between user studies in design creativity 
Study of creativity in engineering design can be challenging since a creative ‘event’ 
may or may not occur during the design process [11].  This makes it difficult to study the 
phenomenon in its natural setting (in a design office of an organization, for instance). 
Design researchers often rely on user studies with human participants to understand various 
aspects of design creativity [16,22,23,39–52]. User studies help in reducing the associated 
complexity of a design process by manipulating one or more independent factors, thereby 
making it possible to measure the required dependent variable and controlling other 
variables [53]. Frey [54] advocated an analogous comparison between clinical trials and 
tests for design methods. According to Frey, design methods can be developed and 
validated using five approaches which include: 
 Controlled field evaluation of design methods 
 Case studies of industrial practice 
 Experiments with human subjects in laboratory setting 
 Detailed simulation of design methods 
 Theoretical understanding of cognitive sciences and organizational behavior 
Experimental studies provide a controlled environment to analyze and comprehend 
different facets of design creativity. Eight elements make up these experiments and are 




Figure 2-5: Elements of an experiment for creativity studies in engineering design 
 Researcher: Someone who conducts an organized and systematic investigation into an 
area of interest. In conceptual design research, people with academic affiliations are 
generally involved in systematic studies on design creativity. Major tasks of a design 
researcher include hypothesis formulation, selection of participants, study design, 
choice of design method or tool to be tested, problem selection, implementation of 






















 Design methods: Sequence of activities to be followed in order to improve particular 
stages of design process [55]. For instance, brainstorming is a method used during 
conceptual design stage which has been shown to improve solution creativity [56,57].  
 Participants: The subjects of the user study who take part in the experiment. The 
influence of design method used in experiment is evaluated based on the results 
generated by participants in the process. Often, students in academic institutions are 
chosen as subjects since they are easy to access and inexpensive [58,59].  
 Experiment protocol: A predefined, written list of step to be followed for implementing 
the experiment. Every experiment has a set of rules and a procedure designed in order 
to render it useful for the study. Protocols are the guidelines and procedures to be 
followed for conducting an experiment.   
 Design problem: Problem statements provided to the designer containing the 
requirements, needs, functions, or objectives which the design needs to satisfy [1]. 
These design problems are sometimes called design briefs or tasks, and can vary widely 
in content and form. Problems used in creativity studies are generally ‘small’ problems 
aimed at instigating idea generation [11].  
 Experiment results: Measurable outcomes from a study resulting from the operations 
performed in the experiment. Conclusions about the cause and effect relationship are 
drawn based on results obtained. User studies in design creativity usually generate 
result in one of the following forms: i) sketches of ideation process, ii) written notes, 
iii) audio or video recordings, iv) participant survey or v) reflection notes [60]. 
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Experiment results, along with data collected from literature search should ideally 
contain all information required to answer the research questions and hypotheses.  
 Environment: Surrounding in which the experiment is executed. This may be a 
classroom or a shop floor where the study is being conducted. 
 Experiment variable: Any factor, trait or conditions that exists in an experiment. They 
may be of three types: independent, dependent and controlled. Researchers manipulate 
independent variables to observe the effect on dependent variables while trying to keep 
the controlled variables as constant. 
Researchers determine the elements to be used based on experimental 
requirements. Some of these differences arise because of constraints associated with user 
studies in creativity. For instance, since most studies in design creativity are conducted in 
an academic setting, it is common for researchers to use students as test subjects. 
Researchers choose participants based on their availability and accessibility, hence the 
choice of participants is likely to be different between studies. Likewise, different design 
methods and experimental protocols are used since the objectives of these studies are 
different. In order to highlight the variation in choice of elements, an analysis of user 
studies published in the past is presented in following section. 
Analysis of published user studies 
For illustrating between-study differences in engineering design creativity, user 
studies published between 2000 and 2014 are collected and analyzed to identify different 
design problems, participants, metrics for assessment, method and experiment variables 




The following steps are used for study collection: 
1. Online search engines Web of Science, Google Scholar and EBSCOhost are searched 
using the following keywords: ‘creativity + engineering design’, ‘ideation + 
engineering design’ and ‘experiment + creativity + engineering design’. Using these 
keywords in succession brings down the original number of results from 644,000 to 
11,400. 
2. Filtering is done based on the year of publication. A range between 2000 and 2014 is 
chosen based on a prior search result since the year range between 1960 and 1999 
produced results which were less focused on engineering design or user studies. This 
filter brings down the results to 8080 studies. 
3. Further filtering is done based on the journals in which the studies are published. The 
search results are limited to Design society, Design studies, ASME journals and other 
journals relevant to engineering design. The total number of studies remaining after 
this step are 392. 
4. The next level of filtering is done by analyzing the abstract of 392 studies resulting 
from step 3. The abstracts are reviewed for presence of an experiment in the paper. This 
further reduced the total number of studies from 392 to 129. 
5. The next level of filtering is done by analyzing the 129 resulting studies in step 4. Here, 
studies which did not report or use a design problem are removed. The total number of 
studies remaining after this step is 93. 
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6. The next level of filtering chosen is whether the study contains a user study or not. Case 
studies and design projects are thus eliminated from the list. This brings down the list 
from 93 to 41. 
7. The last filter level is to check for studies which have published duplicate experiments. 
This helps to bring down the number of studies from 41 to 34. Thus in total, 34 user 
studies in the area of engineering design creativity are collected through this online 
database search and filtering process. Table 2-4 shows a portion of filtering process 
which was used for collecting studies. Table 2-5 shows the list of studies and the 
different elements contained in them. 
 
Table 2-4: Example of filtering process chosen for study collection 















[61]     
[44]     
[62]     
[24]     
[63]     
[45]     
[64]     
[65]     





Table 2-5: List of studies and elements of experiments used in them 
Reference 
no. 
Author/s Participant Problem name Result Metric used 
















1) New table,  
2) Tubular map 
case 
3) System for 
gathering wire,  
4) Table for 
offices 
Sketches CPSS 
[45] S. Kim,  





































1) Water lifting 
device 
















































































































1) Ping pong ball 
transporter 


























































1. Doodle toaster 
2. Coffee maker 
3. Horizontal 
toaster 





































































1) Bottle capping 
device 















































1) Next Generation 
alarm clock 










































Author/s Participant Problem name Result Metric used 






































































1) Bicycle lock 





Analysis of the 34 user studies collected shows that each study has at least one 
characteristic element which is different from the other studies. Table 2-5 also shows the 
different design problems that have been used by researchers in experiments. In 34 user 
studies, a total of 37 different design problems have been used. The list of problems and 
their statements is can be found in Table A-1.  Thus, problems used by researchers in 
experiments constitute one source of difference between studies. Since design problems 
are amongst the few variable which can be controlled by the researchers, an opportunity 
exists for the design research community to enable researchers to locate and reuse design 
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problems to help reduce one source of variation between studies. However, reusing existing 
problems may not be viable in every situation. Other alternative ways to achieve this 
objective may be by: 
 Using benchmarked design problems which have been used and tested in experiments 
and proven to be useful in studies to act as standard problems. 
 Using problems which are similar to ones used in other studies where experiment 
conditions and requirements are similar. 
Establishing a repository of benchmarked design problems for experiments is an 
opportunity which the design community should address. This would essentially require a 
large collaborative effort from the community since these problems need to be tested and 
accepted after validation in experiments. Alternatively, similar problems can be used in 
situations where an existing problem cannot be reused. Such an approach would be 
extremely beneficial for researchers to help them find and design problems suitable for 
their study. For example, a researcher who knows the requirements needed in his/her design 
problem can compare the requirements to an existing problem which has been used earlier 
in an experiment. This would ultimately help in problem selection process and reduce the 
chances of the problem not being appropriate for the task at hand. 
2.4. Research questions 
Based on literature reviewed and analysis of collection of user studies, the 
following research questions have been identified: 
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User studies published in the area of design creativity differ from each other on a 
number of fronts such as metrics for evaluating results, participant type and use of design 
problems to name a few. For this research the pattern of design problem usage by 
researchers is used to identify the need for using same or similar problems in creativity 
research. Analysis of design problem usage pattern can also help in identifying design 
problems which have been frequently used by researchers which could be used as 
benchmark problems if needed. This germinates the first research question (RQ): 
RQ1: How can the pattern of design problem usage in creativity research be identified? 
 
An alternative to reusing the same design problem in experiments can be to use 
problems which are similar to each other in some respect. Researchers have used justified 
conceptual problems as being similar considering different aspects such as number of 
requirements, word count, expected characteristics in solution, problem domain, 
interconnectedness amongst functional units and results from previous studies [15][28]. It 
is felt that a systematic method for comparing two conceptual design problems can be 
useful for researchers trying to compare problems before use in experiments. Based on 
prior work in problem evaluation and the need for a systematic method for comparing 
problems based on their statements, the following research questions are formulated: 




RQ3: How can natural language representation be used to compare conceptual 
problems? 
 
Table 2-5 illustrated the fact that design problems have been a source of difference 
between user studies in engineering design creativity. While this may be due to difference 
in experiment’s requirements, analysis of the impact of this difference on conclusions 
drawn from creativity experiments can help bring into perspective the importance of using 
existing or similar problems for experiments in engineering design creativity. The 
following research question is formulated to study whether design problems can affect the 
conclusions that are drawn from experiments in creativity: 
RQ4:  Does the choice of design problem have any influence on effectiveness of 







The following research tasks are used to answer the questions pertinent to this 
research: 
a. Graph based analysis of design problem usage in creativity research.
b. Comparison between design problems based on structural elements of a problem.
c. Comparison between design problems based on Latent Semantic Analysis of problem
statements.
d. Meta-regression analysis with design problem size as a moderator variable.
Table 3-1 summarizes the various research tasks to be accomplished and 
corresponding research questions answered by each task. 
Table 3-1: Overview of research tasks and corresponding research questions answered 
Research task 
Research question answered 
RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 RQ4 
Graph based analysis of design problem usage 
(Chapter 4) 
 
Comparison based on structural elements 
(Chapter 5) 
  
Comparison based on LSA 
(Chapter 5) 
  





3.1. Graph based analysis of design problem usage 
For illustrating the pattern of design problem usage by researchers in the area of 
design creativity (RQ1), a graph based representation is used. The collection of 34 user 
studies shown in Table 2-5 is used for generating a graph depicting how different design 
problems have been used by researchers. For this, the list of authors from all 34 studies is 
extracted and the corresponding design problem used by them is identified. The list of 
authors is further refined by separating student authors from faculty authors on these 34 
user studies. Thereafter, an incidence matrix is generated between faculty authors and 
design problems used by them. A bipartite graph is then generated to show how different 
researchers have used the 37 design problems extracted from these studies. Thereafter, a 
projection of this bipartite graph is used to generate a one mode graph where design 
problems represent the nodes of this graph, while the common researcher between two 
design problems act as links/edges between two nodes. A second graph showing how 
design problems have been used in the 34 articles published is also used for addressing this 
research question. Here, a bipartite representation of connection between the 34 papers and 
design problems used by them is generated.  
3.2. Comparison of design problems based on structural elements 
Based on design problem characteristics identified by different authors in the past 
and assessment of collection of design problem statements obtained from the 34 user 
studies, five structural elements of a design problem (viz. goal, functional requirement, non 
– functional requirement, end user information and reference to an existing product) are 
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used to compare conceptual design problems with each other [91]. These elements can be 
identified in problem statements, which can then be compared to each other based on either 
the number of elements present or the presence or absence of these elements. For example, 
the following problem statement contains two goals (design an end connector and a 
socket), two functional requirements (attachment and removal), two non – functional 
requirements (quickly and safely) and a reference to an end user (ground crew of 
commercial airliners). 
‘Large commercial aircraft are refuelled between flights from mobile tankers containing 
aviation kerosene. The ends of the hoses from tankers are fitted with special connectors 
that are attached by ground crew. A hose end connector and socket are to be designed 
to allow the attachment and removal of hoses to be carried out quickly and safely [92]’. 
 
Using this approach, the size of a problem statement can also be evaluated by 
counting the number of elements (goals, functional requirements and non – functional 
requirements) present in the problem statement. Thus, this research task would help answer 
two research questions about comparison of design problems based on natural language 
representation of problem statements (RQ2 and RQ3). 
3.3. Comparison of design problems based on Latent Semantic Analysis 
As a second approach to design problem comparison, linguistic analysis of problem 
statements using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is used. LSA uses statistical 
computations to a large corpus of text in order to extract and represent the contextual usage 
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meaning of words, sentences and documents [93]. LSA enables comparison between 
phrases of words based on their contextual meaning obtained from text corpus. The 
underlying assumption for this method is that words and phrases that have similar meanings 
will be used in similar pieces of texts. Similar words or phrases are represented by values 
close to one, while values close to zero or less indicate dissimilarity. The problem 
statements for design problems extracted from the collection of user studies used for 
answering RQ1 (Section 3.1) are compared against each other for their semantic similarity 
using LSA. Thus, LSA provides a second method for problem similarity assessment based 
on its natural language representation and helps answer research questions RQ2 and RQ3. 
3.4. Meta-regression analysis with problem size as a potential moderator 
Meta-analysis, also known as analysis of analyses, is a statistical technique 
commonly used in medical science and psychology to compare and assimilate results from 
different studies [94–97]. It helps to combine and compare the observed effects from 
treatments or interventions used in different studies to draw a summarized picture of the 
state of a research field. User studies in design creativity can be seen analogous to medical 
trials, where a treatment in the form of a design method or tool is used in an experimental 
setting and its efficacy is evaluated based on the observed effects on human participants. 
Meta-analysis can help summarize the effect of different creativity enhancing 
‘interventions’ or methods which have been tested in the past, thereby enabling an indirect 
comparison between different methods tested. This task is a precursor to meta-regression, 
which would be used for answering the following research questions: Does the choice of 
design problem influence effectiveness of methods being tested in user studies in design 
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creativity (RQ4). Specifically, user studies using examples as an intervention will be used 
for understanding the influence of design problems on the effectiveness of example 
interventions. A regression model with design problem size as predictor of effect size 
obtained from studies using examples as interventions will be used to analyze if a problem 




DESIGN PROBLEM USAGE GRAPHS
Objective: To understand and identify the pattern of design problem usage. 
Research task: Generation of graph diagrams showing design problem usage. 
A graph consists of two finite sets, a set of points called vertices and a set of 
connecting lines called edges such that each edge connects two vertices called the 
endpoints of the edge [98]. Graphs provide a useful way of representing how things are 
connected to each other (or how things are disconnected). Table 2-5 shows how different 
studies have used different design problems which also provides an opportunity to study 
the pattern of design problem usage. This would help identify problems which have been 
reused and shared between researchers and between different studies. In the long run, such 
problems could be tested and used as standard problems. For this, a bipartite graph between 
different researchers and the design problems used by them is used. 
4.1. Graph based representation of design problem usage 
In order to generate the bipartite graph between researchers and problems used by 
them, 37 design problems used in the 34 studies shown in Table 2-5 is used. Each author’s 
name on the study published is extracted and associated with the design problem that was 
used by them. Since authors on papers may be one time authors who may not be active in 
design research community, additional pruning is used to filter out student authors from 
faculty. The final graph representation contains a relationship between different faculties 
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and the design problems used by them. Table 4-1 shows a portion of coding process used 
to separate the students and faculties for the network. A complete list of authors extracted 
from the 34 paper, the design problems used in each study and researcher-problem 
relationships can be found in Table B-1. All students in the list of authors were eliminated 
from the graph since most of them are expected to be one time authors who may not be 
active in design research again. In the remaining list of authors, each faculty was associated 
with the design problem used when conducting an experiment. 
Table 4-1: Sample coding procedure for researcher - design problem graph 
Reference no. Author/s Problem name 
[44] 
S. Kim (Faculty) 
Y. Kim (Faculty) 
Subway improvement 
[24] 
Sonseca (Faculty),  
Mulet (Faculty),  
Chakrabarti (Faculty) 
1) New table,  
2) Tubular map case 
3) System for gathering wire,  
4) Table for offices 
[45] 
S. Kim (Faculty) 










S. Schmidt (Student) 
Viswanathan (Faculty) 
Linsey (Faculty) 




Water lifting device 






C. Schmidt (Faculty) 
Okudan (Faculty) 






4.2. Bipartite graph between different researchers and design problems 
With the dataset containing relationship between different researchers and design 
problems used by them, a bipartite graph representation of the pattern of design problem 
usage is obtained. This graph is shown in Figure 4-1. For brevity, the vertices of this graph 
have been numbered sequentially starting from 1. The list of vertices and the corresponding 
researchers and design problems used in graph is shown in Table B-2. An edge between a 
researcher and a design problem exists if the researcher has used the design problem in the 
list of 34 studies shown in Table 2-5. Weights are assigned to edges based on the number 
of times a problem has been used by an author. Thus, if author ‘A1’ has used problem 
‘DP1’ three times, the corresponding weight assigned for the edge between the two nodes 
is three. This helps in highlighting the propensity of different researchers for using design 
problems chosen by them in the past. 
Observations from the bipartite graph 
The following observations can be made through visual examination of the bipartite 
graph: 
 Researchers have used different design problems for experiments. Researchers possibly 
design and use problems based on their experience and experiment’s requirements. 
However, every time a new problem is used for an experiment, it becomes a 
responsibility of the researcher to determine its appropriateness for the study. If a new 
problem has not been tested earlier, establishing the fact that design problem chosen 





Figure 4-1: Bipartite graph showing design problems used by different researchers. Square vertices 
represent different researchers while circles represent design problems used by them. 
 Some design problems have been used multiple times by researchers in their 
experiments. For instance, researcher Julie Linsey (node 10) has used the ‘Peanut 
shelling machine’ problem seven times in different experiments. This design problem 
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also had the highest node degree value of nine as compared to other design problems 
as shown in Figure 4-2. This means that a total of nine researchers have shared this 
design problem in experiments. However, analyzing the organizational affiliations of 
these nine researchers indicates that they share or have shared the same affiliation with 
researcher Julie Linsey at some point of time. This indicates that problem sharing and 
reuse is practiced by researchers possibly within their academic affiliations or research 
groups. On the other hand, design problem 10 ‘Traffic light using LED’ (vertex 60) has 
been used by six researchers with different academic affiliations in two different 
experiment giving some indication of problem sharing between researchers with 
different affiliations as well. 
 





























4.3. One mode representation of design problem graph connected by researchers 
A one mode graph projection for the bipartite representation of connection between 
design problems and researchers can be used to obtain a graph of design problems which 
are connected to each other by the researchers using them. The projected graph is shown 
in Figure 4-3. The graph shows that there is a group of problems which have been shared 
by researchers in their experiments. Such problems have a higher chance of being reused 
in experiments as compared to the other ‘isolated’ problems since more researchers have 
used this group of problem in their experiments. 
 




Analysis of one – mode design problem graph 
Three network metrics have been used to analyze the one mode design problem 
graph [99]. These are: 
 Node degree: The number of edges connected to a vertex. The degree of a node signifies 
the importance of that node in the given graph. For an undirected graph with n nodes, 







    (1) 
Figure 4-4 shows a bar graph of node degree evaluated for all nodes in the one 
mode design problem graph. Node degree distribution shows that sixteen nodes (design 
problems) have a node degree of either zero or one. This means that approximately 
43% of design problems in the graph have either one or no connection with other 
problems. Based on the sample studies used for this analysis, this indicates that such 
problems have probably not been used by other researchers in their experiments.  
 Communities: Communities, which are also referred to as clusters or modules are group 
of vertices which have very high edge density with vertices within the group, but low 
densities between these groups [100]. They are location of fault lines, about which 
graphs tend to separate. Community detection in a graph can be accomplished by 
several algorithms [99]. One such algorithm is based on betweenness centrality which 
is defined as the number of shortest paths which pass through a vertex in a network. 
Analysis of design network using this algorithm identified 17 different communities in 
the network, as shown in Figure 4-5 (including the isolated vertices, which are 
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considered as separate groups) 1. This high number indicates that design problems are 
reused and connected within certain groups of researchers. 
 
Figure 4-4: Bar graph of node degrees for all vertices of one-mode design problem network 
 
 Assortative mixing: Assortative mixing refers to the likelihood of association between 
similar vertices in a network diagram. For instance, a graph which shows signs of high  
degree nodes tending to show affinity towards other high degree nodes and vice versa 
is said to show assortative mixing by degree [99]. The level of assortative mixing in a 
network is evaluated using the assortative coefficient defined by 
                                                 





Figure 4-5: Communities identified in design problem network using edge betweenness algorithm 
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   (2) 
where Aij is the adjacency matrix, ki and kj represent the node degree of vertices i and 
j, m is the total number of edges present in network and δij is the Kronecker delta.  
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The value of assortative coefficient for the design problem network was 0.70, which 
indicates a high affinity between design problems with similar degree scores. A high 
value of assortative mixing means that problems which are shared more often clump 
around each other and hence have a higher probability of connecting together. The 
reason for this can be attributed to the presence of separate communities or sub-groups 
in the network, where problem sharing is practiced within some communities.  
4.4. Bipartite graph between design problems and papers using them 
The bipartite graph between 34 studies shown in Table 2-5 and design problems 
used in them is shown in Figure 4-6. An edge between two sets of vertices exists when the 
problem has been used in a paper. The graph shows that problem reuse between 
experiments is not common for the 34 studies used for generating this graph. The frequency 
of use of design problems in papers published is shown in Figure 4-7. Design problem 
represented by node 43 (Peanut shelling machine) is one problem which has been used 
seven times in studies considered for this analysis. Three other problems represented by 
nodes 44, 67 and 68 have been used in two experiments. Apart from these, other design 
problems have one experiment associated with them indicating low problem sharing 
between experiments. 
4.5. Discussion 
As a part of the process of identifying the level of connection between researchers 
in design problem usage, a graph based representation is used.  The bipartite graph between 




Figure 4-6: Bipartite network showing design problems used in different papers published. Square 
vertices represent different papers while circles represent design problems used by them. 
and 2014 indicates that some problem sharing between researchers occurs within their 
academic affiliations and research groups. The ‘Peanut shelling machine’ problem has the 
highest number of researchers associated with it. All nine researchers who have used this 
design problem belong to the same academic affiliation or have shared the same affiliation 




Figure 4-7: Design problems and their frequency of use in user studies published 
 
Figure 4-3 indicates that approximately 43% of the design problems have a degree score 
of zero or one. This indicates low problem reuse between fifty researchers in 34 studies 
considered. At an individual level, some problems have been used multiple times by a 
researcher for different experiments. In Figure 4-1, design problem represented by node 59 
(Peanut shelling machine) has been used by researcher represented by node 10 (Julie 
Linsey) multiple times indicating an inclination towards reusing the same problem in 
experiments at an individual level. Similarly, design problem represented by node 10 
(Traffic light) has also been used twice by three researchers indicating some degree of 
individual preference for reusing an existing problem.  The one mode representation for 
design problems obtained by projecting the bipartite graph between researchers and 


























of small research groups within the academic or professional work environment of the 
researcher. A high value assortative connection (0.70) between design problems is 
indicative of the fact that problems used within a community or research groups have 
higher probability of being reused by members of that community, while other research 
groups continue using problems prevalent in their respective groups. Another bipartite 
graph between papers and design problems used in them (Figure 4-6) also indicates limited 
problem sharing between studies. 33 out of 37 total design problems considered for 
analysis have been used once in an experiment and not reused again.  
4.6. Comments and recommendations 
Based on the graph based analysis of design problem usage, the following 
observations can be made: 
 Sharing of design problems between researchers for experiments in user studies is 
probably not a widespread practice. Thus, an opportunity exists for design community 
to reduce the number of variables between different studies by sharing same design 
problems across studies. 
Recommendations: Establishment of a design problem repository containing ‘standard’ 
design problems suitable for user studies. Problem standardization should be accomplished 
through consensus between researchers after experimental testing. Guidelines should also 
be established to enable researchers to choose a suitable design problem for their study 
based on experimental requirements.  
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 An opportunity exists for the research community to adopt a collaborative research 
approach to enhance element sharing between different studies and experiments.  
Recommendations: A common design research methodology is needed which can act as a 
guideline for researchers. The methodology should include various research aspects 
including problem selection, participant selection, method of assignment to condition and 
choice of metric. The methodology should also include the idea of selecting problems 




ASSESSMENT OF DESIGN PROBLEM SIMILARITY
Objective: To enable similarity comparison of conceptual design problems based on 
problem statement. 
Research task: Methods to determine problem similarity based on their statement. 
Durand and coauthors [15] highlighted the interaction between design methods and 
design problems, and observed that the type of design problem used affects the results 
across a set of creativity metrics. For this, they used two different design problems and 
tested them on two groups whose creativity scores for metrics quantity, quality, novelty 
and variety were compared. The results indicated that while the two problems produce 
same quantity and variety of ideas, the quality and novelty of ideas produced were 
different. Thus, evaluating the similarity between two problems based on results obtained 
from experiments may be difficult. This provides the opportunity of comparing design 
problems based on their representation which will be useful for a researcher who is trying 
to select a problem for his/her study. Researchers have used similarity of problem domain, 
number of requirements, concepts expected in the solutions for two problems, domain 
similarity of two problems, the size of design problem in terms of number of functional 
units and structural similarity of problem statement [15][28] as a means to justify how two 
problems are similar. Yet, it is felt that a systematic approach to compare conceptual design 
problems would be helpful for researchers while selecting problems appropriate for their 
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study or when the experiment’s requirements demand selection of two similar problems. 
In order to facilitate this, two approaches are proposed and discussed in subsequent 
sections: 
 Approach 1: Estimating size of a design problem by identifying structural elements of 
design problem. 
 Approach 2: Semantic analysis of problems based on their representation. 
5.1. Approach 1: Estimating size of a design problem by identifying structural 
elements of design problem 
Based on the characteristics of a design problem identified by researchers shown in 
Table 2-2 and analysis of 37 design problem statements collected from 34 user studies 
(Table 2-5), a list of five characteristics are identified as structural elements of conceptual 
design problems [91]. These five elements have been shown in Figure 5-1. These elements 
are: i) goal of the problem, ii) functional requirements in problem statement, iii) non – 
functional requirement in problem statement, iv) information about end user of product and 
v) reference to an existing product. These elements help estimate the size of design 
problem.  
Summers and Shah [37] defined problem size as a sum of different variables which 
are present in specific problem representation. For conceptual problems, however, these 
variables are not always stated in the problem statement. An alternative way for assessing 
problem size of conceptual problems is to use the count of number of goals, functional 
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requirements and non-functional requirements or the presence or absence of information 
about end user and reference to an existing product. 
 
 
Figure 5-1: Structural elements of a design problem 
For identifying these elements, a set of rules or definitions is required, to serve as a 
protocol for identifying the five elements in a conceptual design problem. The definitions 
of these structural elements of a design problem are explained in the subsequent sections. 
 Goals of the problem: The final objective of every design task is determined by the 
problem goal. Ideally, every design task should be associated with at least one goal. 
Goals help to establish the final outcome expected from the solution space explored. 
The problem statement may require the reader to design more than one artifact, in case 
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 Functional requirements (FR): Functional requirements are the primary functions of 
the design, or the tasks that the product needs to perform without giving any reference 
about how the task should be accomplished [101–103]. They define behaviors and 
actions that the designed artifact needs to support [104]. Functional requirements are 
generally associated with action verbs linked to an object (a noun generally) [4]. Nouns 
derived from verbs like a washing machine, reading device etc., can also be used to 
represent functional requirements of a product in a problem statement. Sometimes, 
additional functions may be added to an existing product, in case of which these 
additional function becomes a part of the product’s functional requirement. For 
example, an additional function of washing dishes may be appended to a washing 
machine, thereby increasing the functional requirement. Since problem representations 
sometimes contain implied requirements, in order to reduce subjectivity in 
identification, selection of functional requirements in a problem statement should only 
be based on explicitly stated requirements. To identify FRs, one should look for: 
o Action verbs like move, work etc. associated with objects (objects include nouns 
on which the action verbs act like sprinkle water, dry hair). 
o Primary functions of the design (eg. move objects, lift, transport objects). 
o These could also be nouns derived from verbs (eg. washing machine, toaster) 
Additionally, if there are two objects associated with one primary function, it should 
be counted as two separate FRs (eg. move object X & object Y is counted as two FRs). 
 Non-functional requirements (NFR): These are 'non-functional' requirements, which 
do not determine the primary functions of the product, but cast a bound on the overall 
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shape, size, cost, operation and selection of the design [104–109]. They specify external 
constraints that the product must meet and place restrictions on how the user 
requirements are to be met [110]. Typical NFRs include requirements that describe the 
non-behavioral (non-action, non-function) aspects of the product such as performance 
targets, usability, reliability, durability and other physical specifications [111]. 
Identification of non – functional requirements should also be based on explicitly stated 
texts in the problem statement, to reduce chances of subjective interpretation when 
implied requirements are stated. 
 Information about end user: A new product need or requirement arises only when 
someone is in need for it. In other words, every new product being designed or 
developed is meant for a customer or user, who is in need for it [112]. If the end user 
of the product is specified in the problem statement, it enables the problem solver to 
identify the final customer, and develop solutions keeping in mind their likes and 
dislikes. It also helps the problem solver in understanding additional unspecified 
attributes that the product must possess to satisfy end user. 
 Reference to an existing product:  Whether the problem statement contains any 
reference to an existing product or not is another characteristic which can be used for 
comparing two design problems. For instance, if a design problem requires ‘design of 
a hair dryer’ some degree of constraint is imbedded in the problem solver’s thought 
due to the fact that he/she might have seen or used such a device and may not be able 
to generate a novel design for it. This characteristic can at times be a perplexing entity 
since realizing the existence of the product stated in problem statement depends on 
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personal attributes of the problem solver like demography, culture and educational 
standing. 
5.1.1. Examples showing identification of elements in design problems 
Two examples are presented to illustrate the identification of design problem 
elements. 
Example 1: The first example problem requires the problem solver to design a new hair 
dryer [92], shown in Figure 5-2 with annotations for elements identified in the problem.  
 
Figure 5-2: Example 1 showing characteristic identification in a design problem 
 
Example 2: The second example problem requires the problem solver to design products 
that use sunlight foe heating and cooking food [92], shown in  Figure 5-3 with annotations 




Figure 5-3: Example 2 showing characteristic identification in a design problem 
5.1.2. Protocol for identification of elements in design problems 
Comparing two design problems is possible after evaluating their size based on the 
five structural elements. The number of each element or its presence or absence provides 
an indication of how big the problem is. However, a limitation of this method is that it 
cannot capture the knowledge and solvability of the problem. For instance, a problem 
seeking ‘design of a pen’ may contain the same number of elements as another problem 
seeking ‘design of a vacuum cleaner’, yet both problems are different with respect to the 
knowledge content and effort needed in solving them. Still, this approach can help 
researchers to obtain a preliminary measure of problem similarity, after which other 
methods to measure problem ‘complexity’ can be used for detailed similarity assessment 
[37]. The proposed approach for similarity comparison is aimed at ascertaining some level 
of deliberation during problem selection by researchers for user studies in design research. 
For illustrating the proposed approach, two design problem examples shown in Figure 5-2 
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and Figure 5-3 are used again. The three step procedure for design problem similarity 
assessment using this approach is as follows: 
Step 1: The problem statements are provided to the researcher/evaluator who carries out 
the process of element identification. 
 Steps 2: For each characteristic identified in the problem statement, the appropriate score 
is entered into a table (see Table 5-1). 
 A count of the number of goals, number of functional requirements and number of non-
functional requirements in the problem statement are recorded. For example, the ‘hair 
dryer’ problem in Figure 5-2 contains 1 goal, 1 functional requirement and 2 non – 
functional requirement.  
 If there is information about the end user a value of 1 is assigned, if there is no 
information about the end user a value of 0 is assigned for End user. The ‘hair dryer’ 
problem used in example 1 (Figure 5-2) has information about the end user and thus a 
score of 1 is assigned under the ‘end user’ column.  
 If the problem statement references an existing product or a modification or 
improvement to an existing product, a score of 1 is assigned else a 0 is assigned. Again, 
in the ‘hair dryer’ example, an improvement to an existing product is sought, which 
means that the problem contains a reference to a product which already exists. Thus, a 
score of 1 is assigned to the ‘reference to existing product’ column.  
Step 3: The two design problems are compared based on the scores assigned for each 
characteristic in the table. Table 5-1 shows an example of such a comparison table obtained 
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for ‘hair dryer’ (Example 1: Figure 5-2) and ‘solar device’ problems (Example 2: Figure 
5-3). 
Table 5-1: Example of scoring system and problem comparison based on approach 1 
 Design Problem 
Design Problem Element Example 1 Example 2 
Number of goals 1 1 
Number of Functional requirements 1 2 
Number of non-functional requirements 2 4 
End user information (Yes=1/No=0) 1 1 
Reference to an existing product (Yes=1/No=0) 1 1 
 
Comparison of the two design problems based on the scores obtained in Table 5-1 
reveals that example 2 (solar device) has more ‘information’ contained in the form of 
functional and non – functional requirement. Thus, the two design problems can be 
considered as ‘dissimilar’ as far as the information contained in the form of functional and 
non – functional requirements are concerned.  
5.1.3. Inter-rater reliability test for approach one 
The definitions for the structural elements used for comparing problems may 
sometimes be interpreted differently by different people. For instance, the way a problem 
is stated can have an impact on whether a requirement is considered as a functional or a 
non – functional requirement [105]. People may have individual perspectives about what 
constitutes functional and non – functional requirements, which may lead to differences in 
the result of problem comparison approach discussed above. Therefore, in order to verify 
the agreement between people with respect to the procedure for comparing problems, an 
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inter-rater reliability study is conducted with four independent evaluators (three graduate 
students with understanding of design methodology and related concepts, one associate 
professor teaching design methodology). The procedure used for this study is outlined 
below: 
a. All Evaluators are trained about the context of the experiment and the nature of design 
problems under consideration. 
b. Evaluators are then introduced to the five elements which typically constitute a design 
problem, accompanied by definition of each characteristic presented in the form of a 
tabulated rubric (see Table C-1). 
c. A completed example of element identification procedure, such as the one used in 
Figure 5-2 is shown, with emphasis on how the prescribed definitions are used in 
identifying the elements. 
d. The Evaluators are then given four design problems to assess and evaluate the scores 
for each element. They are also asked to annotate their choices, to verify and eliminate 
any ‘outlier’ choices made. 
The four design problems used and the annotated results for all four Evaluators are 
shown in Figure C-1 to Figure C-16 in Appendix C. To assess the consistency and 
agreement between the four Evaluators, an inter-evaluator reliability test is conducted for 
each characteristic separately. A high reliability for each characteristic would result when 
the evaluators agree to the definitions and identify the same number of elements in the 
problem statement. Agreement for each characteristic is evaluated based on the scores or 
counts assigned by evaluators for the four design problems. Thus, for assessing whether 
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the four evaluators identify the same number of functional requirements in a problem, the 
counts assigned to the characteristic ‘functional requirement’ is used.  
Since this study resulted in scores from multiple Evaluators on different data scales, 
inter–evaluator reliability was assessed using Krippendorff’s alpha [113–115]. 
Krippendorff’s alpha is widely used in content analysis where trained readers are used to 





       (3) 
where Do is the observed disagreement among values assigned to units of analysis and De 
is the disagreement one would expect when the coding of units is attributable to chance 
rather than to the properties of these units. In case of perfect agreement, Do = 0 and α = 1. 
When observers agree by chance, Do = De in which case, α = 0. The choice of satisfactory 
α value depends on the importance of conclusions that would be drawn based on it.  
The alpha value for each characteristic was evaluated separately, based on the 
‘scores’ assigned by Evaluators. Observed scores for each element/characteristic is 
summarized in Table C-2 to Table C-6 in Appendix C. Krippendorff’s alpha was evaluated 
for each element and has been summarized in Table 5-2.  
Table 5-2: Summary of alpha values for five characteristics identified by four evaluators 
Problem Characteristic Krippendorff’s Alpha 
Number of goals 1.0 
Functional requirement 1.0 
Non-Functional requirement 0.505 
End user information 0.184 




A high Krippendorff's alpha value of 1.0 for characteristic 'Number of goals' 
indicates that Evaluators concur to the definition of a goal, and were easily able to identify 
it from the problem statement. Analysis of the annotated problems also shows that each 
Evaluator was indeed able to identify the same phrases used for describing the problem 
goal. It should also be noted here that all problems used for this study had an explicitly 
stated objective, which probably made identification easier.  
An alpha value of 1.0 for characteristic ‘Number of functional requirements’ 
insinuates the fact that Evaluators were able to comprehend the definition and use the 
guidelines to identify this characteristic in the problems. By examining their annotated 
work, it was evident that the Evaluators were able to relate functional requirements to 
action verbs, as well as to nouns derived from action verbs.  
A moderate value of 0.505 for the characteristic ‘Number of non-functional 
requirement (NFR)’ indicates that there may be some ambiguity between Evaluators in 
identifying this element. Assessment of the annotated results show that Evaluators are able 
to identify the same set of NFRs in the design problem in most cases. Otherwise, the 
choices made are consistent and correlated well amongst all four evaluators. The low 
agreement may also have resulted due to: 
a. Lack of Evaluator training: A rigorous training session was not used prior to this study 
and the effectiveness of the training protocol was not proven through pre – post 
assessment of Evaluators. The differences between Evaluators could have resulted due 
to the subjective views that people have about NFRs. 
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b. Robustness of protocol: The protocol used for element identification may not have been 
robust enough to enable evaluators to identify elements consistently. Further validation 
of the protocol used might be helpful in improving reliability for this element. 
A lower reliability coefficient of 0.184 for the characteristic ‘End user information’ 
indicates discrepancy amongst Evaluators as far as identification of this characteristic was 
concerned. Since this was a categorical choice, a low value clearly indicates that some 
Evaluators failed to identify references being made to the end customer or users. This could 
be improved by increasing the robustness of the protocol used for this approach. A low 
value for this coefficient is also due to the nature of measurement scale. Since this 
characteristic is evaluated using a binary (yes/no) scale, the chances of expected 
disagreement by chance are less (De in equation (3)) since only two outcomes are possible. 
This in turn reduces the value the reliability estimate α.  
Finally, a moderate alpha value of 0.598 indicates good cohesion amongst 
Evaluators as far as the 'Reference to existing product' characteristic is concerned. This was 
also a categorical choice, where Evaluators had to assess whether a reference exists in the 
problem statement or not.  
5.1.4. Discussion for approach 1: similarity assessment by identification of structural 
elements in design problems.  
The first approach to compare problems is based on identifying the five structural 
elements in a design problem. The method requires a count or presence/absence of 
elements in the problem statement based on which problem size can be estimated. This 
count of elements can then be used for comparing two design problems with each other to 
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determine the difference in number of elements contained. This approach allows 
comparison based on problem model. A protocol is developed for the comparison process 
between problems using this method. In order to verify this method, an inter-rater reliability 
study is conducted with four human Evaluators who were assigned the task of identifying 
the five structural elements from a set of four design problems. Evaluation of reliability 
coefficient for each characteristic indicated a strong correlation between the characteristics: 
functional requirements and goals of the problem. A ‘moderate’ correlation was observed 
for characteristics: non – functional requirement and reference to existing product.  In 
particular, Evaluators differed to a certain extent in identifying the non – functional 
requirements. This could be associated with the inherent subjectivity with which people 
view non – functional requirement. A low reliability was observed for the characteristic 
‘end user information’ which was attributed to the implicit statements used for describing 
the end user in some of the design problems used in this study. The results of the protocol 
study give preliminary indications that people agree relatively well as far as identification 
of these elements are concerned.  
This method based on identifying structural elements can serve as a starting guide 
for researchers, who want to identify and compare the size of design problems they want 
to use in their experiments. For instance, if a researcher wants to use a problem which 
should be similar to an existing problem, he/she can compare the size of information of the 
two problems based on the number of elements contained or the presence or absence of 
elements. This would benefit the research community since a systematic process for 
justification for problem selection is an opportunity that exists. The limitations of this 
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method include the need for a robust protocol for identifying the five elements with 
minimal difference between people. Another limitation of this approach was that the 
method did not capture the knowledge content of problems, and was based only on the 
number of structural elements identified. The complexity of the problem in terms of how 
easy or difficult the solution process is not accounted for by this method. In other words, a 
problem which seeks the design of a pen may have the same number of elements as another 
problem seeking the design of a hovercraft. An inter-rater reliability test conducted to 
verify the protocol insinuates that people are able to identify four characteristics with 
reasonable agreement between them. However, the protocol for this approach needs to be 
improved further to enable people to identify all five elements with higher reliability. 
5.2. Approach 2: Similarity assessment through semantic analysis of design problems 
The second approach for comparing problems is based on linguistic analysis of 
problem representation. Semantic analysis is the process of relating syntax structures from 
the level of phrases, clauses, sentences and paragraphs to the level of writing as a whole. 
Semantic analysis requires syntactic parsing of some kind. Semantic similarity refers to the 
likeness of meaning or semantic content of a set of terms, phrases, sentences or documents. 
A wide variety of similarity metrics are used to estimate the strength of semantic 
relationship between different language instances [116]. The aim of these measures is to 
assess the similarity of these language instances based on their meaning (semantic) rather 
than their syntactic similarity. For instance, the words tea and coffee are semantically 
similar while toffee and coffee are not [116]. Semantically similar words or phrases are 
used in the same way and context [117]. 
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Semantic similarity can be evaluated at different levels. Measures used to evaluate 
sentence level similarity are of particular importance here since one of the objectives 
involve similarity assessment of design problems based on their representation. The second 
approach proposed to meet this objective is to assess the semantic similarity of different 
problem statements collected. The idea behind this approach is to assess whether design 
problem representations can be compared to each other based on their semantic similarity. 
For example, a problem statement ‘design a pen’ is expected to be semantically similar to 
the problem ‘design a pencil’ but dissimilar to the problem ‘design a space shuttle’. Thus, 
it seems interesting to assess if comparison between problem statements can be made based 
on their semantic content and whether or not the different semantic measures are capable 
of differentiating between problem statements.  
5.2.1. Some measures for sentence level semantic similarity assessment 
A pair of sentences is considered to be semantically similar if they have similar 
meaning or are used in the same context [118]. A few important techniques used to evaluate 
sentence similarity include: 
a. Word overlap measure: The intuition behind this approach is that if two sentences are 
semantically similar if they have more words in common. For a query sentence A and 







    (4) 
This method relies on counting the number of terms which are common between two 
sentences to calculate similarity score. However, it does not differentiate between the 
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‘grammar’ of words used. Also, synonyms are considered as different words during 
similarity evaluation. 
b. TF – IDF method: An abbreviation for Term Frequency – Inverse Document 
Frequency, is used to reflect how important a word is to a document in a collection or 
corpus [119]. It is a product of term frequency and inverse document frequency. Term 
frequency is defined as the number of times a term occurs in sentence being evaluated. 
The inverse document frequency is a measure of how common or rare the term is across 
all documents. It is logarithmically scaled inverse ratio of total number of documents 
and number of documents containing the word [116,118]. In its general form, TF – IDF 
score is given by 





     (5) 
where ft,d represents the term frequency, N is the total number of documents and nt is 
the inverse document frequency.  
c. Jaccard similarity coefficient: This coefficient measures the similarity between two 
finite sample sets and is defined as ratio of size of intersection divided by the size of 







    (6) 
This coefficient is similar to the word overlap method, the only difference being that 
the denominator contains a union of both sets. However, like the word overlap method, 
its estimate is based on the number of common words between the two sentences and 
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cannot differentiate between the ‘grammar’ of words used. Two sentences which 
contain a high number of common prepositions are likely to be regarded as similar by 
this approach.  
d. Latent Semantic Analysis: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) relies on applying 
statistical computations to a large corpus of text in order to extract and represent the 
contextual usage meaning of words, sentences and documents [93]. LSA enables 
representation and comparison of meaning of words and passages from analysis of text 
alone. The underlying assumption for this method is that words and phrases that have 
similar meanings will be used in similar pieces of texts. Similar words or phrases are 
represented by values close to one, while values close to zero or less indicate 
dissimilarity. LSA applies singular value decomposition (SVD) which is a form of 
factor analysis for analyzing texts. For example, comparing two sentences ‘Design a 
pen’ and ‘Design a pencil’ using LSA yields a similarity score of 0.81 indicating high 
semantic similarity between the two statements. When ‘Design a pen’ is compared with 
‘Design a car’, similarity score obtained is 0.20 indicating low semantic similarity 
between the two statements. 
Amongst the several alternatives available for semantic similarity analysis, Latent 
Semantic Analysis is a suitable choice for the task at hand for two reasons: 
a. LSA compares statements based on their contextual meaning derived from a large 
corpus of text. This provides a more robust measure of similarity as compared to other 
methods, which rely on the collection of problem statements used as input. Even TF – 
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IDF does not take into account words which are semantically similar and treats them 
as different words thereby reducing similarity scores.  
b. LSA has been shown to be more efficient than other methods especially when long 
statements and large set of texts are compared to each other [117,120].   
5.2.2. The LSA approach to problem similarity evaluation 
For evaluating design problem similarity using LSA, all 50 problem statements 
shown in Table A-1 are compared against each other. In order to evaluate LSA similarity 
scores, the online LSA tool2 was used [121]. This online interface contains precomputed 
semantic spaces and tools to manipulate those spaces. One such option is ‘Matrix 
comparison’, which enables the similarity comparison of all design problems with each 
other, and generates a square matrix with similarity scores. All design problem statements 
are fed as input text in the LSA toolbox for matrix comparison. The choice of corpus is 
selected as ‘General reading up to 1st year college’ with 300 factors. This corpus has the 
closest relevance for the area under study from the available options. The number of factors 
is the number of dimensions of the reduced sparse matrix that should be kept for analysis. 
LSA scores have been shown to vary with number of factors chosen and often, better 
similarity estimates are obtained when high order factors are used [122]. This however, 
depends on the size of text to be analyzed and computational power. Also, the kind of 
comparison between different design problems is chosen as a 'paragraph-paragraph' type 
comparison, which applies a weighing function to enhance retrieval results [123]. LSA 
                                                 
2 Available at http://lsa.colorado.edu/ 
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generates scores on the scale of -1 to 1, with -1 being completely dissimilar instances while 
1 representing complete similarity (or equivalence). The similarity score matrix for design 
problem statements obtained from LSA is shown in Table C-7.  
5.2.3. Discussion for LSA results (approach 2) 
A snippet of the LSA results has been included in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3: A snippet of similarity scores. Top row and first column  
represent examples of problem statements used for analysis 
Problem statement to 
Problem statement  
comparison 
Design an urban 
bi or tri cycle for 
use by white 
collar workers 
Design a concrete 
mixer which can 








Design a reading 
device for old 
people which 






Propose alternative solution to 
coal pile problem at thermal plant, 
since the plant may not have 
enough land nearby to store the 
coal on ground. 
0.02 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.03 
Design of a next generation alarm 
clock which ensures easy 
operations like change of time and 
alarm stop unlike conventional 
clocks. 
0.09 0.26 0.15 0.13 0.12 
Design a litter collection device 
for volunteers. 
0.23 0.48 0.6 0.25 0.39 
Redesign an electric toothbrush 
for increased portability. 
0.01 0 -0.01 -0.01 0.03 
Design alternative means to 
manually propel boats which are 
easy to maneuver, don't rock the 
boat or splash water. 
0.09 0.15 0.15 0.06 0.52 
 
Observation of similarity scores reveals that semantic similarity assessment can identify 
problem statements which resemble each other contextually to a certain extent. For 
instance, the similarity score for the problem statements 'Design a device which can 
compost waste vegetables' and 'Design a litter collection device for volunteers' was found 
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to be 0.6. Using subjective interpretation, it can be argued that since both problems are 
related to waste or trash in some respect, their contextual meanings in the text corpus used 
for analysis could have indicated a similarity. 
Similarly, a moderately high similarity score is observed for problems ‘Design a 
water lifting device’ and ‘Design alternative means to manually propel boats’ which is 
possibly because both problems, in context are somewhat related to water. On the contrary, 
the semantic similarity between the problem texts 'Redesign an electric toothbrush for 
increased portability' and 'Design a water lifting device' is as low as 0.03, which indicates 
a very low contextual similarity between the design problems. A negative similarity score 
of -0.01 for problems ‘'Redesign an electric toothbrush for increased portability’ and 
‘Design a device which can compost vegetables’ indicates that these problems are 
contextually dissimilar.  
5.2.4. Graphical representation of semantically similar problems 
LSA provides a matrix of similarity scores between different design problem 
statements which were compared against each other. This matrix can therefore be used for 
generating a network graph where semantically similar design problems are connected to 
each other. In other words, problem 1 and problem 2 contain an edge between them if they 
are semantically similar based on LSA results. Likewise, problem 1 and problem 3 are 
disconnected if they are not similar semantically. However, a cut off score to determine 
contextual similarity of problem statements is not established yet and needs verification by 
applying the LSA process to a bigger set of problems. Here, network of design problems 
based on LSA similarity results is generated using the following procedure: 
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1. An adjacency matrix is generated using the LSA similarity matrix shown in Table C-7 
of Appendix C by replacing all the negative LSA scores by zero which signifies that 
these sets of problems (same as the ones used in chapter four earlier) are disconnected. 
2. Using this matrix, a network is generated where design problems are connected to each 
other if the adjacency matrix contained a value other than zero. For example, design 
problem 1 and 2 have an edge in between since their LSA similarity score is 0.14 while 
problem 2 and 27 are disconnected since their similarity score is 0. Network density is 
evaluated for the network thus generated. 
3. Step 2 is repeated but this time, the adjacency matrix is generated by replacing all cells 
with LSA score less than 0.01 by zero to indicate disconnectedness. This results in a 
new network and network density is calculated again. This process is repeated till the 
network becomes completely disconnected and all design problems appear as separate 
nodes. This happens when the maximum LSA score (0.63) is replaced by zero for form 
an adjacency matrix.  
4. Densities obtained for network in this series of steps are plotted against the LSA cut 
off score which was chosen for that network. For instance, a network density of 0.94 
was obtained when problems with LSA score of less than zero were chosen as 
disconnected, 0.91 when problems with LSA score of less than 0.02 were chosen as 
disconnected and so on. The resulting plot is shown in Figure 5-4 which helps identify 




Figure 5-4: Variation of network density with choice of similarity cut off score 
 
Network density attains a constant value after LSA score of 0.35. This plot gives 
preliminary information about LSA cutoff scores which can be used for gauging problem 
similarity based on this approach. Figure 5-5 to Figure 5-8 show design problems which 
are connected to each other when their LSA similarity scores are more than 0.35, 0.40, 0.45 
and 0.50 respectively. These networks help represent the connection between various 




Figure 5-5: Design problems connected at cut off score of 0.35 
 
 




Figure 5-7: Design problems connected at cut off score of 0.45 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Design problems connected at cut off score of 0.50 
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5.2.5. Limitations of approach 2 (LSA) 
LSA provides a convenient way of comparing the semantic similarity of design 
problems. However, in its present form, it does not use word order to derive syntactic 
relations or logic [93]. Particularly, in this case when design problem representations are 
analyzed, it was found that this method is unable to identify the ‘nuances’ and solvability 
of problem statements.  LSA scores for the texts 'design a car to accelerate from 0 to 60 in 
60 seconds' and 'design a car to accelerate from 0 to 60 in one minute' was found to be 
0.86, which is high but still not equal to one. This however, is a contradiction with how an 
engineer perceives these two statements. For a human designer, both these problem 
statements are equivalent and same. Also, the results from LSA depend on the text corpus 
used for estimating the cosine products for similarities, which means that better and more 
relevant scores can be obtained from text corpuses which are more exhaustive and relevant 
to the subject under study. Here, general body reading up to first year of college is chosen 
as the text corpus because it is the most relevant option available. A corpus which is 
pertinent to the task at hand should include different articles and literature published in the 
field of design, so that better contextual similarity can be obtained. Also the similarity 
scores from LSA does not enable establishment of an objective cut – off score below which 
problems can be considered as dissimilar. Human interpretation of the results obtained 
from LSA is still required. Lastly, LSA comparison does not address the solvability of 
design problem or their requirements. The effort needed for a designer to solve a problem 




5.3. Possible application of the two similarity assessment approaches in creativity 
experiments 
The two approaches discussed for evaluating similarity of conceptual design 
problems can be used together to help researchers justify similarity (or dissimilarity) 
between two design problems used for a study. The application of these two methods is 
illustrated through two examples below. 
Durand and coauthors [15] studied the impact of design problems on the four 
creativity metrics: quantity, quality, novelty and variety through two experiments using 
four design problems. The first experiment used ‘alarm clock’ and ‘corn shucking device’ 
as comparator problems (Problem 1 and Problem 2 in Figure 5-9) where the two groups 
were asked to use inspiration from nature during idea generation. Examination of results 
obtained from the experiment indicated no significant difference between the quantity and 
variety of ideas generated by the two groups for the two design problems assigned to them. 
However, the group assigned to the ‘Alarm clock’ problem generated higher quality ideas 
as compared to the group which worked on ‘Corn shucking device’ problem. On the 
contrary, the ‘Corn shucking device’ group generated solutions with higher mean novelty 
score as compared to group which worked on ‘Alarm clock’ problem. Table 5-4 shows the 
comparison between the two problems using structural elements and LSA. Although both 
problems contain the same number of functional requirements, the ‘alarm clock’ problem 
contains more number of non-functional requirements as compared to the ‘corn shucking 
device’ problem. This might have resulted in the ‘alarm clock’ problem generating higher 




Figure 5-9: Alarm clock and corn shucking device problems used by Durand and coauthors 
the ‘alarm clock’ problem contains a reference to an existing product (an alarm clock) 
which is more likely to be familiar with participants than the ‘corn shucking device’. This 
may have resulted in the difference in novelty scores between the two problems. However, 
at this point, this idea cannot be conclusively stated and needs further investigation. The 
semantic similarity score for these two problems from LSA was 0.30 indicating that the 
problems have low contextual similarity. Thus, the two problems may be regarded as 
different problems both structurally and semantically. 
Table 5-4: Structural and LSA similarity for alarm clock and corn shucking device 
Structural similarity LSA similarity 




Number of goals 1 1 
Number of Functional requirements 1 1 
Number of non-functional requirements 4 3 
End user information (Yes=1/No=0) 1 0 
Reference to an existing product (Yes=1/No=0) 1 0 
Problem 1
Alarm clocks are essential for college
students, however often times they will
wake up a roommate and those around
them as well. Design an alarm clock for
individual use that will not disturb others.
The clock should be portable for use in a
variety of situations such as on the bus, in
the library, or in a classroom.
Customer Needs: Must wake up individual
with no disturbance to others.
Must be portable and lightweight.




Corn is currently the most widely grown crop in
the Americas with the United States producing
40% of the world’s harvest. However, only the
loose corn kernels are used when bought canned
or frozen in grocery stores. An ear of corn has a
protective outer covering of leaves, known as the
husk, and strands of corn silk threads run between
the husk and the kernels. The removal of husk and
silk to clean the corn is known as shucking corn.
Design a device that quickly and cheaply shucks
corn for mass production.
Customer Needs: Must remove husk and silk from
corn cob with minimal damage to kernels.




In the second experiment, peanut shelling machine and blind cup device (Problem 
3 and Problem 4 in Figure 5-10) were used as comparators to assess their impact on 
creativity scores. In the second experiment, participants were free to use any design method 
for generating solutions. The problem statements are shown in Figure 5-10. In the second 
experiment, the two problems differed from each other since they generated different 
quantity, quality and variety scores.  
 
Figure 5-10: Peanut shelling device and blind cup problems used by Durand and coauthors 
The two problems differ from each other in terms of the number of functional and 
non-functional requirements contained in them. The ‘peanut shelling machine’ problem 
contains one functional requirement (‘to shell peanut’) whereas the ‘blind cup device’ 
problem contains two functional requirements (‘to measure graduated quantities’ and ‘to 
be useful for powders and liquids with no splattering’). The ‘blind cup device’ problem 
generated higher quality solutions as compared to the ‘peanut shelling machine’ problem 
in spite of having less number of non-functional requirements. The semantic similarity 
score for these two problems obtained from LSA is 0.40 indicating some contextual 
Problem 3
In places like Haiti and certain West African countries,
peanuts are a significant crop. Most peanut farmers shell
their peanuts by hand, an inefficient and labor-intensive
process. The goal of this project is to design and build a
low-cost, easy to manufacture peanut shelling machine
that will increase the productivity of the African peanut
farmers. The target throughput is approximately 50 kg
(110 lbs) per hour.
Customer Needs: Must remove the shell with minimal
damage to the peanuts.
Electrical outlets are not available as a power source.




Design a volume-measuring apparatus for use
while cooking by a person who is blind. It
needs to be easy to operate and able to be used
for both powders and liquids without
splattering during operation. The apparatus
needs to measure graduated quantities from 1/4
to 2 cups.






similarity between the problems. This may have been because both problems have a 
reference to food or an item which is related to a food in some respect (peanut). However, 
when both structural and semantic similarity are used in conjugation, the two design 
problems may not be considered as similar to each other. 
Table 5-5: Structural and LSA similarity for peanut shelling machine and blind cup device 








Number of goals 1 1 
Number of Functional requirements 1 2 
Number of non-functional requirements 5 3 
End user information (Yes=1/No=0) 1 1 




In a recent work on functional modeling, Patel and coauthors [28] used two similar 
design problems to assess the impact of using partial function structures in arriving at a 
solution for assigned design problems. For this, Patel and coauthors used two different but 
similar design problems: the automatic cloth ironing device and automatic recycling 
machine (Problem 1 and Problem 2 in Figure 5-11). The number of requirements in the 
two problems, the type of solutions expected, number of words in both problems and 
sentence formation were used as justifications for the two problems to be similar. The 
results from the experiment also indicated that the two problems are similar since the mean 




Figure 5-11: Automatic clothes ironing device and recycling device used by Patel and coauthors 
Table 5-6 shows the comparison between the two problems based on structural 
elements identified and the semantic similarity between two problem statements. Both 
problems contain almost similar number of functional and non-functional requirements. 
Both problems contain information about who the end user is going to be. Semantically, 
the two problems indicate a high similarity of 0.52 probably because both problems require 
the design of an automatic device and contain time limit as a desirable operating 
characteristic. Thus, by using the two approaches together, similarity of the two problem 
statements used can be further justified. 
Table 5-6: Structural and LSA similarity for automatic ironing device and recycling device 







Number of goals 1 1 
Number of Functional requirements 2 3 
Number of non-functional requirements 1 1 
End user information (Yes=1/No=0) 1 1 
Reference to an existing product (Yes=1/No=0) 0 0 
Problem 1
Design an automatic clothes-ironing
machine for use in hotels. The purpose of
the device is to press wrinkled clothes as
obtained from clothes dryers and fold them
suitably for the garment type. You are free
to choose the degree of automation. At this
stage of the project, there is no restriction
on the types and quantity of resources
consumed or emitted. However, an
estimated 5 minutes per garment is
desirable.
Problem 2
Design an automatic recycling
machine for household use. The
device should sort plastic bottles,
glass containers, aluminum cans, and
tin cans. The sorted materials should
be compressed and stored in separate
containers. The amount of resources
consumed by the device and the
amount of space occupied are not
limited. However, an estimated 15




5.4. Comments and recommendations 
 The two approaches for similarity assessment of conceptual problems help in 
comparison between problems based on the problem statement. The effectiveness of 
both these methods can be enhanced by simultaneously using both methods to assess 
problem similarity. 
Recommendation: LSA and element identification can be used in conjugation to compare 
both semantic and size similarity between design problems. This can be achieved by first 
evaluating the semantic similarity between design problems using LSA and then comparing 
their similarity based on size. Figure 5-12 shows the connection between the 50 problems 
used in this study based on their LSA and size similarity. The cutoff score chosen to 
consider problems to be similar for this graph was 0.35. The color of the node represents 
the size of problem. Here, the size of a design problem is equal to the number of functional 
and non-functional requirements contained in the problem statement. This graph shows 
how problems with different sizes are connected to each other semantically. For instance, 
DP6 is similar to DP 35 with respect to size and semantic content together. Thus, using 
both methods in conjugation can be a useful way of selecting or justifying problems which 
are similar. 
 Solvability of problem cannot be addressed by either of the two methods. Problem 
solvability is partially related to the existence of a known solution for the problem 




Figure 5-12: Design problems connected by size and LSA scores (>0.35) 
Recommendation: Problem solvability is an important measure that should be assessed 
before selecting a problem for user study. Solvability of problems can be evaluated if a 
known benchmark solution to the problem by method prescribed by Thoe and Summers 
[38]. Requirements in problem statement can then be related to the design parameters in 
solution to determine the coupling between requirements. This can be used to estimate how 
difficult the problem is. This method will, however require researchers to use design 
problems which have an existing solution. 
 LSA provides an objective evaluation of problem similarity based on problem 
statement but the results depend on the text corpus used for extracting the contextual 
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meaning of phrases. A corpus which is relevant to the area of design and creativity may 
provide better similarity comparison. 
 The robust protocol for identifying the five elements in a design problem statement 
could be useful in improving the inter-rater agreement between people for the first 
comparison approach based on element identification. 
Recommendations: The protocol used for element identification could be improved by 
repeating the inter-rater agreement study with an improved set of questions for each 
element. Since a low agreement was observed for element ‘reference to an existing 




META-ANALYTIC REVIEW OF CREATIVITY STUDIES
Objective: To understand whether design problems has a relationship with 
effectiveness of examples used as interventions in creativity experiments in 
engineering design. 
Research task: Meta-regression analysis of user studies using examples as 
intervention. 
6.1. Meta-regression analysis in creativity studies 
Meta-analysis and meta-regression have been widely used in clinical trials and 
social sciences over the years. Studies in design creativity are, in many ways analogous to 
clinical trials in medical research [54]. While meta-analysis is used for systematically 
combining results from relevant studies to obtain an overall conclusion with greater 
statistical power as compared to individual studies, meta-regression is used for identifying 
potential covariates or moderators in experiments and their impact on effectiveness of 
method or intervention being studied [124]. For example, a meta-regression analysis 
conducted by Johnson and others in 1999 helped establish the importance of aspirin dose 
in risk of stroke [125] which had not been noticed in previous trials. 
Use of examples before or during idea generation process has been shown to 
improve creativity of ideas generated in experiments [88,126–128]. However, other studies 
have shown that providing examples constraints the solution space explored to example-
related domains, thereby reducing the creativity of solutions generated [85,129,130]. Thus, 
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it is difficult to ascertain whether presenting examples before or during idea generation 
tasks is helpful or not. One important difference between all such studies using examples 
as intervention is the design problem used. Since design problems have been shown to 
influence the results of creativity experiments [15] [26], understanding whether the design 
problem used in these studies had any influence on effectiveness of example intervention 
is important in trying to address the question of whether examples are useful or not. In 
order to address this, meta-regression can be used to ascertain if design problems 
moderated the effectiveness of interventions used in these studies (RQ4).  
6.2. Basics of meta-analysis 
Meta-analysis is a systematic method for statistically integrating the results of a set 
of related studies on a given topic [131]. It provides a standardized approach for examining 
existing literature on a particular topic to determine whether a common conclusion can be 
reached regarding the observed effects of a treatment from different studies [132]. Meta-
analysis can be used for summarizing, integrating and interpreting selected sets of scholarly 
works [133]. Inferences drawn from most experimental studies are restricted by the small 
sample size used. By combining several studies together, meta-analysis aims to levy the 
resulting large sample size to draw better generalized conclusions than the individual 
studies comprising it. In short, meta-analysis aims at combining the results of different 
treatments or interventions published in separate studies to obtain an integrated result. To 
achieve this, studies fulfilling certain criteria are obtained and a treatment effect size is 
calculated for each study. The overall effect size for the collection of studies can then be 
obtained by combining the individual effect size estimates from different studies [134]. 
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Meta-analysis applies only to empirical research studies which produce quantitative 
findings and report descriptive or inferential statistics to summarize the results [133]. It 
cannot be used for summarizing theoretical works which are qualitative in nature.  
Treatment effect size, commonly known as effect size in social sciences, is a name 
used for family of indices that measure the magnitude of treatment effect or intervention. 
It carries information about either the direction or magnitude of quantitative research 
finding, or both. Different metrics are used for estimating the effect size of treatment (viz. 
odds ratio, risk ratios, mean difference, mean gain, proportion difference and others), 
depending on the type of measure reported and nature of relationship between reported 
variables [133]. The choice of effect size metric is based on three considerations: 
 Their ability to measure (approximately) the same thing from different studies. 
 The ability to compute them from reported information in studies. 
 Its meaningfulness for the area under study.  
For instance, if the summary data reported in primary studies included for meta – analysis 
are based on means and standard deviations in two groups, mean difference (standardized 
or unstandardized) or response ratio can be used for estimating effect size.  
In addition to effect size, the precision of the effect size estimate is also needed. 
This is because effect size values resulting from studies using larger samples are more 
precise than those resulting from studies using smaller samples. That is, sampling error is 
smaller for effect sizes estimated from larger samples than from smaller samples [133]. 
Thus, every effect size value is not equivalent in terms of the amount of information it 
carries. This ‘difference in precision’ of effect sizes prohibits obtaining a summarized 
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result by calculating the arithmetic mean of these effect sizes. To resolve this, each study 
in a meta-analysis is assigned a weight based on its precision and a weighted summation is 
used for calculating the overall effect size estimate. These weights are obtained by 
calculating the standard error of the effect size and taking its inverse since higher standard 
error means lower precision [133].  
6.3. Models for effect size estimation  
Two statistical models have been developed for drawing inferences about effect 
size from a collection of data namely fixed effect and random effect model. The fixed effect 
model is used for making inferences about effect size parameters in the studies under 
observation while the random effect model is aimed at making inferences about distribution 
of effect size parameters in a population of studies from a random sample of studies [135]. 
Fixed effect models are appropriate for making conditional inferences which apply to the 
collection of studies included but not to studies to be conducted in the future or the ones 
not included in analysis. Random effect models are used for making unconditional 
inferences which embodies generalized conclusions beyond the studies included in 
analysis. The statistical procedure associated with these two models are different and the 
choice of which model to use depends on the existent differences between studies under 
observation. For instance, if the studies included for meta-analysis contain random 
variations in settings, participant characteristics or nature of treatment methods employed, 
a random model should be assumed since the variation in effect size distribution can be 
attributed to ‘special’ differences between these studies, apart from the natural sampling 
variations [135].  
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6.3.1. Fixed effect model 
The simplest fixed effect model is based on the assumption that the variation in 
effect size estimation arises due to ‘chance’ variations associated with subject – level 
sampling error present in the included studies [133]. The average effect size is estimated 
by combining the effect size estimates across all studies in the sample. True effects size in 
a study is the effect size of underlying population and is the size which would result when 
an infinitely large sample size is used. Observed effect size is the effect size which is 
actually observed in studies [97]. If θi and Ti denotes the true effect size and observed 
effect size in the ith study respectively, then the true effect size estimate can be modeled as  
i i iT       (7) 
where εi ~ N(0, 𝜎i2) represents the sampling error and 𝜎i2 is the variance associated with 
the ith study included in analysis. The true effect size parameter θi is determined by a 


















   (8) 
where wi = 1/𝜎i and k is the number of studies included in the analysis. The sampling 














    (9) 
The confidence interval for β0 using this model can be obtained as 
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0 /2 * 0 0 /2 *
ˆ ˆt t            (10) 
which can be used to determine whether the observed effect size is significant or not.  
6.3.2. Random effect model 
For analyzing effect sizes from different studies which are systematically different 
from each other, the assumption of a common true effect size for all studies might be 
impractical. The random effect model assumes that each observed effect size differs from 
the true effect size of the population by a subject level sampling error (within-study 
variation due to difference in participant characteristics) and another source of variability 
resulting from random variations between studies. Here, the variance associated with each 
effect size has two components: one associated with natural sampling error (same as the 
fixed effect model) and a second component associated with random variance between 
studies. In other words, this model assumes that there is a greater residual variation in effect 
sizes than would be present due to natural sampling variations alone. The observed effect 
size for each study can be represented as 
0i i iT        (11) 
where 
2~ (0, )i N  , τ
2 represents the degree to which true treatment effects vary between 
studies as well as the extent to which individual studies give biased assessment of treatment 
effects. Other terms have same meaning as discussed in equation(7). Here, the true effect 
size, θi is not fixed and the variance of Ti incorporates the variance of θi as well. The 
sampling variance of Ti, assuming that the sampling error εi and random error ηi are 




total i       (12) 
where 2̂ is an estimate of the between – study variance component. By replacing σi by 
σtotal in equation(8), the weights associated with individual studies can be evaluated and the 
estimate of true effect size can be assessed using equations (8) to (10) thereafter.  
The difficulty associated with a random effect model is obtaining a good estimate 
of the random variation, 2̂ . Two different methodologies are used for this, one based on 
method of moments and the other based on maximum likelihood which uses an iterative 
scheme [136]. The methods based on moments is adequate for most purposes and is easier 
to implement but produce results which are less accurate as compared to iterative methods. 
Iterative methods can be used to get estimates of random variation without making 
assumptions about the distribution of random effects [137][138]. 
6.4. Heterogeneity in effect size  
One of the assumptions of random effect model is that the true effect size is not 
‘fixed’ or constant between studies, but varies from one study to another. When the 
dispersion of effect sizes around their mean is no greater than expected from within – study 
sampling errors, the distribution of effect sizes is said to be homogeneous [133]. In such a 
case, the observed effect sizes vary within some range of the common effect size due to 
within – study errors. A distribution is said to be heterogeneous when the variability of 
effect sizes is larger than what would be expected due to sampling errors alone [139]. 
Heterogeneity refers to the excess variation in observed effect sizes over that expected from 
the imprecision of results within studies [137]. Heterogeneity generally arises because 
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studies differ in their design and conduct, apart from differences in participants, 
interventions, conduct and outcome measures [138]. This diversity is known as 
methodological or clinical heterogeneity. Statistical heterogeneity exists when true effect 
is different between studies and can be detected if the between – study variation in effect 
size is greater than what would be expected by chance.  
A statistical test which rejects the null hypothesis of homogeneous effect sizes is 
based on the Q statistic, which is distributed as a chi – square with k-1 degree of freedom 






Q w ES ES

     (13) 
where wi is the weight associated with each study, ESi is the individual effect size for each 
study and ES is the weighted mean effect size for k effect sizes [133]. If Q exceeds the 
critical value for k – 1 degrees of freedom, null hypothesis of homogeneity of effect size is 
rejected. A statistically significant Q therefore indicates the presence of heterogeneity. It is 
also accepted now that test for heterogeneity have low power and hence a non – significant 
test for heterogeneity should not be taken as implying homogeneous effect size distribution 
[140,141].  
Understanding the cause of heterogeneity increases the scientific value and 
relevance of results from meta–analysis. However, there are always competing 
explanations for heterogeneity which makes it difficult to identify the exact cause. Meta-
regression is one approach which can be used to identify relationships between effect size 
and one or more characteristics of the study involved. Regression analyses are commonly 
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used for identifying relationship between independent and dependent variables in studies. 
Meta-regression is based on similar principles, except that the dependent variables is the 
effect size observed for different studies and the covariates (or predictors) are variables 
which differ between studies [142].  
6.5. The meta-regression approach 
Meta-regression is often used for identifying one or more ‘moderators’ or 
covariates which may influence the heterogeneity of effect sizes. Moderators are  
qualitative or quantitative variables that affect the direction and/or strength of the relation 
between an independent variable and a dependent variable [143]. In meta-regression, 
moderators are defined as covariates which are measurable characteristics in studies which 
may or may not explain the heterogeneity observed in effect sizes. For instance, in clinical 
trials, the dosage of drug administered may yield larger observed effects of treatment and 
may be a moderator which influences the effect size of different studies. A meta-regression 
model can be expressed as 
0 1 1 2 2
......iR i i n in i ix x x               (14) 
where δiR is the predicted effect size, xij is the jth moderator variable for the ith study, β’s 
are regression coefficients and 
2~ (0, )i N  , where τ
2 denotes the amount of residual 
heterogeneity which cannot be accounted for by the moderators in the regression model 
and εi ~ N(0, 𝜎i2) represents the within – study error [144]. In order to predict the regression 
coefficients, a modified weighted least square method is used by most statistical packages 
(SPSS, R, STATA and others), where each effect size is weighed by the inverse of its 
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variance. A significant regression coefficient for any moderator variable indicates that the 
variable has a contribution in the observed heterogeneity in effect sizes observed.  
Two indices are used for determining the overall fit of the weighted meta-regression 
model: QM which denotes the heterogeneity due to regression model and QE which 
measures the variability unaccounted for by the regression model. These metrics represent 
the sum of squares for the regression model and residual sum of squares respectively [133]. 
Both QM and QE are distributed as chi – square. QM has n degree of freedom where n is the 
number of predictor variables in regression model. A significant value for QM indicates that 
at least one of the predictor variables in the regression model has a coefficient significantly 
different from zero. QE has k – n – 1 degrees of freedom, where k is the number of effect 
sizes used in the regression model. A significant QE means that variability beyond subject 
– level sampling still remains even after removing the variability due to moderating 
variables used in the regression model. In other words, QE is an estimate of heterogeneity 
in effect size which cannot be accounted for by the moderating variables and some other 
sources of variations exist between studies. 
Residual heterogeneity which cannot be explained by covariates in regression 
model can exist and should be acknowledged in analysis. Hence, the proper approach for 
determining the weights of studies is to use a random effect model which estimates the 
weight of each study by calculating the inverse of sum of within – trial and residual between 
– trial variance [145]. However, estimation of residual between – trial variance is 
challenging and the estimates are usually imprecise because of the limited number of 
studies it is based on. Different methods have been developed for estimating the residual 
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between – study variance like empirical Baye’s estimate [146] or restricted maximum 
likelihood (REML) estimate [137] [134]. 
6.6. Steps for meta-regression analysis of user studies using examples as intervention 
The following procedure is used for conducting a meta-regression for user studies 
published where examples have been used as an intervention: 
Step 1: Collect published literature in the area of design creativity where examples for 
problem solution have been studied. 
Step 2: Develop a coding procedure to extract relevant information for meta-regression 
from the collection. 
Step 3: Estimate the effect size for each study. 
Step 4: Estimate the variance in effect size for each study (or treatment). 
Step 5: Generate regression model with design problem size as moderator. 
Step 6: Analyze the significance of these regression model to determine whether the 
covariate has an impact on effect size seen in studies or not. Figure 6-1 shows the steps 
involved in meta-regression.  
6.6.1. Step 1: Collecting studies for meta-regression  
The first task required for a meta-regression analysis is to collect which are relevant to the 
study question. The objective of this study is to assess whether the design problem has any 
relationship with effectiveness of examples used as interventions. Out of the 34 studies 




Figure 6-1: Steps for meta-regression analysis 
order to get a good sample size for regression analysis, additional search is needed. 
Electronic databases including Google ScholarTM, Web of ScienceTM, Academic One file, 
EBSCohost, Journal of Engineering Design, Design studies journal and conference 
proceedings of ASME – DETC and ICED are used for retrieving additional relevant studies 
published which use presenting examples to participants as an intervention. The keywords 
used for search are “design” intersected with either creativity, idea generation, concept 
generation or ideation. The relevant studies should, therefore be related to design creativity 
which contain a design problem task and use presenting solution examples as an 
intervention. The relevant references and citations used in the search results are also sought. 
In total, 189 studies were found which matched the search criteria. The studies are further 
filtered using the following criteria: 
1. The study includes a between – subjects experiment design, with a 
treatment/intervention group contrasted against a control group which receives no 
treatment. 
2. The study uses a design task for testing the efficacy of an intervention in the form of 

























3. The study reports quantitative information which enables computation of effect size. 
Qualitative studies were subsequently eliminated from the collection. 
4. The study measures one of the following aspects of creativity: quantity or fluency, 
quality, variety or novelty of resulting ideas.  
5. Studies were limited to English language and focus was on studies published between 
the years 1995 to 2015. 
Criterion 1 is used because it provides a baseline against which the treatment 
conditions can be compared for their performance. Criteria 2 is used because the objective 
of this analysis is to study the influence of design problems on effectiveness of examples 
presented to participants during experiment. For this, it is essential that the problem 
statement used are reported. Qualitative studies in design creativity are eliminated because 
methods used in meta-analysis cannot be applied for such studies. A wide variety of metrics 
have been used for measuring design creativity over the years [147,148]. Hence, in order 
to reduce this source of variation, only the studies which measure quantity, quality, novelty 
and variety of design solutions are considered for analysis [149]. Apart from this, studies 
which used fluency as a measure of creativity are also included since it is also based on 
similar principles as quantity metric proposed by Shah [149]. Through filtering, the number 
of studies which meet all the criteria is narrowed down to seventeen. However, not all 
studies report all four metrics for creativity assessment. Also, some studies use multiple 
experiments or multiple treatments, which allows for a reasonable number of sample point 
for regression analysis. In addition, attempts to collect unpublished data is not made due to 
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difficulties associated with retrieving them. The list of studies used for analysis and metric 
reported by them is shown in Table 6-1. 
Table 6-1: Studies included for meta-regression and creativity metrics reported by them 
 Metric reported 
Reference number Quantity Quality Novelty Variety 
[80]    
[130]    
[82]    
[83]    
[84]    
[150]    
[151]    
[152]    
[153]    
[86]    
[154]    
[155]    
[156]    
[157]    
[158]    
[87]    
[88]    
 
6.6.2. Step 2: Extracting information 
The second step necessary for conducting a meta-regression analysis is extracting 
relevant information. For this, a coding procedure is developed which helped in gathering 
the relevant information needed for analysis. From the selected set of studies, the following 
information are extracted: 
a. Name of author/authors 
b. Year of publication 
c. Title of study 
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d. Method of participant allocation to condition 
e. Participant characteristic 
f. Sample size, reported mean and standard deviation for both treatment and control group 
for the four metrics concerned.  
g. Design problem used and its problem statement. 
h. The result of t – test or F – test reported3.  
Four different datasets result due to the fact that different values for means and standard 
deviations would be reported for each of the metric. Each intervention condition was 
considered as an independent study with one example and one control condition. For 
instance, if a study reports the use of two treatments T1 and T2 on treatment groups and 
compares it to a control group C, it was broken down into two separate studies: T1 vs 
control group C and T2 vs control group C4. Thus, a total of N=45 sample points are 
obtained for metric ‘quantity’, N=13 sample points for metric ‘quality’, N=32 sample 
points for metric ‘novelty’ and N=6 sample points for metric ‘variety’. Generally, a 
minimum of ten sample points is required for conducting a meta-regression analysis [159], 
hence a regression model for effect sizes reported for metric ‘variety’ is not used. 
 
 
                                                 
3 This was essential to allow effect size calculation when means and standard deviations were not reported 
in studies.  
4 The complete dataset can be viewed at Extracted dataset for Meta-regression 
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6.6.3. Step 3: Effect size estimation 
For each study which is included for meta-regression, the standardized mean 
difference (SMD) value is calculated to estimate the effect size for each measure (quantity, 
quality and novelty). This statistic is chosen because some studies report creativity 
outcomes on different scales (although they measure the same construct). For SMD, the 
standard deviation for studies is used for standardizing the mean differences to a common 
scale and is given as 
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The pooled standard deviation, sp is given as 
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where nG1 and nG2 refer to the group sizes, sG1 and sG2 are the standard deviations for the 
two groups [133]. However, this effect size produces effect sizes which are biased upwards 
when small sample sizes are involved particularly when sample size of 20 or less are 
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By convention, a positive sign is assigned to an effect size where the treatment group does 
better than the control group in terms of output measured. This sign convention has been 
kept consistent for all SMD (effect size) calculations in this study. Some studies only report 
the t-value or F-value resulting from significance test between two groups. The 
standardized effect size in such cases can be calculated from the algebraically equivalent 
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6.6.4.  Step 4: Estimation of variance in effect size 
It has been assumed that the variance in effect size estimates among studies is not 
only due to sampling error but also due to difference in settings of each study (study 
protocol, choice of design problem, experiment time and others). As discussed earlier, a 
meta-regression model has two sources of variation (equation(14)): one due to within – 
study variation and the other resulting from residual heterogeneity which cannot be 
accounted for by the regression model. Before conducting a regression assessment to test 
the impact of these covariates on effect size, the component of within – study variance 
needs to be evaluated. This component can be calculated using equation (18) which gives 
the standard error (and hence variation) for each treatment and control condition. Thus by 
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using equations (15) through (20), the effect sizes and corresponding variance for each 
effect size can be estimated for each of the four elements of creativity metric. Table D-1 to 
Table D-3 in Appendix D shows the unbiased standard mean differences and unbiased 
within – study standard errors for all studies for each of the three metrics.  
6.7. Meta-regression analysis with problem size as moderator 
In order to understand whether the choice of design problem has any correlation 
with the effectiveness of examples in experiments, a meta-regression model is needed 
where some quantitative representation of the design problem is used as a predictor 
variable. Size of design problem is one way using which design problems can be quantified. 
As discussed in earlier sections, size of a design problem can be defined in different ways 
[37]. For this research, size of a design problem has been defined as the sum of number of 
functional (FR) and non – functional requirements (NFR) contained in the problem 
representation. Thus, problem size can be expressed as 
Pr    .    .  oblem size No of FRs No of NFRs    (21) 
This metric is chosen in accordance with the method discussed in earlier section (Chapter 
5) where design problems are compared to each other based on the five structural elements 
of a design problem. Also, the number of requirements given to participants have been 
shown to influence creativity of ideas generated [109]. Worinkeng identified that the type 
of requirement and the number of requirements used in a design problem has different 
effects on the four creativity metrics [109]. For calculating problem size, the design 
problem statement for all studies included in the meta-regression analysis are collected as 
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a part of data abstraction process. The procedure for evaluating problem size is similar to 
the process of identifying structural elements as discussed in previous section on problem 
similarity assessment. Here, only the number of functional and non-functional 
requirements used in the problem statement are evaluated. The list of studies included in 
analysis, the design problems used by them, the number of functional requirements, 
number of non-functional requirements and problem size is shown in Table 6-2. A detailed 
list of problem statements can be found in Table D-4 in Appendix D. 
Table 6-2: Design problems used in seventeen studies used for analysis and problem size 
Reference 
number 
Problem name No. of FR No. of NFR 
Problem 
size 
[80] Peanut shelling machine 2 5 7 
[130] New toy 1 1 2 
[130] Alien creature 1 1 2 
[82] Alarm clock 1 1 2 
[83] Petroleum pumping unit 1 0 1 
[84] Future transportation 1 0 1 
[150] Hen’s egg 1 0 1 
[151] Device to pick books 1 3 4 
[152] Device to harness human power 2 2 4 
[153] Automatic watering device 3 0 3 
[86] Future transportation 1 0 1 
[154] Bike rack 1 4 5 
[154] Coffee cup 4 2 6 
[155] Fabric display 3 1 4 
[156] Peanut shelling machine 2 5 7 
[157] Peanut shelling machine 2 5 7 
[158] Alternative clock 2 0 2 
[87] Device to harness human power 2 2 4 
[88] Device to immobilize joints 1 4 5 





6.7.1. The meta-regression model 
For assessing whether design problems moderate the effect size or not, a linear 
weighted regression model is used with standardized effect size as the outcome variable 
and design problem size as predictor variable (covariate). This regression model is 
represented as 
0 1i i isize            (22) 
where δi is the predicted value of standard mean difference, β0 and β1 are the coefficients 
of the regression equation, ηi ~ N(0,τ2) represents the residual variance which cannot be 
explained by the covariate used in regression model and εi ~ N(0, 𝜎i2) represents the within 
– study variance which can obtained using the standard error values from Table D-1 to 
Table D-3 for each of the three metrics. However, to conduct a weighted regression, the 
weights associated with each effect size needs to be evaluated. The weight for an effect 










   (23) 
where the estimate of τ ̂ can be obtained from one of the several estimation methods 
[137,161]. The method based on restricted maximum likelihood estimates (REML) is a 
commonly used method for estimating 2̂  through an iterative scheme [162]. The 
statistical  
software ‘R’ is used for conducting this meta-regression analysis using REML as the 
method for estimating residual heterogeneity [163]. Three regression models are built, one 
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for each of the three creativity metric. Additionally, all three effect size datasets (quantity, 
quality and novelty) are also assessed for presence of heterogeneity without fitting the 
moderating variables so that a comparison between original heterogeneity and 
heterogeneity with regression model can be made. Meta-regression results for each of the 
three metrics are discussed in following sections.  
6.7.2. Quantity 
For the n=45 effect sizes obtained for the metric ‘quantity’ (Table D-1), the model 
shows a statistically significant coefficient for the problem size at 95% confidence level 
(p<0.01). This indicates that there is a linear relationship between effect size (SMD) and 
covariate, problem size. The results of the linear regression model with problem size as 
moderator is shown in Table 6-3.  
Table 6-3: Coefficients of regression model for metric quantity 
Variable Coefficient SE 95% Confidence Interval P 
DP size -0.10 0.02 -0.15 to -0.05 <0.01 
Constant 0.29 0.10 0.11 to 0.48 <0.01 
 
A significant and negative coefficient for the problem size in the regression model 
indicates that with increasing problem size, the standard mean difference of the treatments 
reduces. In other words, larger problems may reduce the effectiveness of examples as 
instigators for idea generation. This reduction in standard mean difference with problem 
size is shown in Figure 6-2. With increasing problem size, the quantity of ideas generated 
by participants in treatment groups who were presented with examples is lower than that 
of control group participants. This might be a result of the larger size of design problem 
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that was used in these studies and not due to examples fixating the treatment group 
participants. Thus, a potential confounding between problem size and effectiveness of 
example intervention may exist which needs to be verified through experiments before 
making conclusions about whether examples are useful or not. 
 
Figure 6-2: Standard mean difference for treatments versus design problem size for metric quantity. 
Plotted line shows the regression line while the size of each circle represents the weight assigned to effect 
size during regression analysis. 
It is also essential to identify the amount of residual heterogeneity remaining in 
effect size distribution which could not be explained by the moderator used in the 
regression analysis. As discussed earlier, the τ2 in a meta-regression model is an estimate 
of amount of residual heterogeneity which could not be explained by the moderator 
variable. Two other metrics which are frequently used to assess residual heterogeneity and 
heterogeneity accounted for by the regression model are the I2 and R2. I2 in meta-regression 
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where QE is the residual heterogeneity and k is the number of studies (effect sizes) involved. 
For meta-analysis model without moderators, I2 is defined as the ratio of component of 
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where τ̂2 represents the random variance component. R2 is defined as ratio of variance 
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where 
2
total is the total random variance component without moderators. Table 6-4 and 
Table 6-5 show the estimated heterogeneity and other metrics for two models: meta-
analysis without moderators and meta-regression analysis with design problem size as 
moderator for metric ‘quantity’.  
Table 6-4: Summary of heterogeneity metrics for SMD distribution without moderator 
τtotal I2 Qtotal p – value  
0.21 32.95% 67.55 (dof = 44) <0.01 
 
Table 6-5: Summary of heterogeneity metrics for SMD distribution with moderator 
τresidual I2 R2 Qresidual p – value  
0.13 16.05% 61.20% 49.21 (dof = 43) 0.24 
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A significant value of Qtotal (p <0.01) for the standard mean difference distribution 
for metric ‘quantity’ means that significant heterogeneity exists. R2 value shows that the 
moderating variable ‘problem size’ could account for approximately 61% of the existing 
total random variance in the effect size distribution for creativity metric ‘quantity’. The 
remaining 39% residual variance could possibly be due to other variables that exist in these 
studies.  
Key conclusions: 
 With increasing problem size, participants who were presented with examples as 
interventions generate less number of ideas or solutions as compared to control group 
participants. Problem size, therefore may be influencing the effect of presenting 
examples. 
 Meta-regression identified problem size as a potential moderator in studies using 
examples as intervention. This however, needs to be verified through experiments 
where problem size is varied and example intervention is used simultaneously. 
 
6.7.3. Quality 
For the n=13 effect sizes obtained for the metric ‘quality’ (Table D-2), the model 
fails to reject the null hypothesis of coefficient for the moderator variable being zero at 
95% confidence level (p=0.23). This indicates that there is no linear relationship between 
effect size (SMD) and covariate, problem size for the metric ‘quality’. The results of the 




Table 6-6: Coefficients of regression model for metric quality 
Variable Coefficient SE 95% Confidence Interval P 
DP size -0.09 0.07 -0. 23 to 0.06 0.23 
Constant 0.85 0.39 -0.08 to 1.62 0.03 
 
A negative coefficient for design problem size indicates that the standard mean 
differences reduce with increasing problem size. However, since the coefficient of design 
problem size is non – significant for metric ‘quality’, enough evidence does not exist to say 
there is a linear relationship between problem size and effect size (SMD). In other words, 
whether problem size affected the relationship between presenting examples and quality of 
idea generated by treatment group participants cannot be established with available 
evidence. Figure 6-3 shows the regression line for predicted values for SMD with respect 
to design problem size.  
 
 




Table 6-7 and Table 6-8 show the estimated heterogeneity and other metrics for 
two models: meta-analysis without moderators and meta-regression analysis with design 
problem size as moderator. A significant value of Qtotal (p <0.01) for the standard mean 
difference distribution for metric ‘quality’ means that significant heterogeneity exists. R2 
value shows that the moderating variable ‘problem size’ could account for approximately 
3% of the existing total random variance in the effect size distribution for creativity metric 
‘quality’. Also, a significant Qresidual (p<0.01) means that the existing heterogeneity in SMD 
distribution could not be accounted for by the moderator ‘problem size’ and that there are 
other sources of variations between studies which need to be explore further. 
Table 6-7: Summary of heterogeneity metrics for SMD distribution without moderator 
τtotal I2 Qtotal p – value  
0.55 72.96% 44.72 (dof = 12) <0.01 
 
Table 6-8: Summary of heterogeneity metrics for SMD distribution with moderator 
τresidual I2 R2 Qresidual p – value  
0.54 72.49% 3.05% 41.05 (dof = 11) <0.01 
 
Key conclusion: 
 Significant evidence does not exist to suggest that problem size affects the 
effectiveness of examples as interventions.  
 There may be other variables which might be able to explain the residual 






For the n=32 effect sizes obtained for the metric ‘novelty’(Table D-3), the model 
fails to reject the null hypothesis of coefficient for the moderator variable being zero at 
95% confidence level (p=0.44). This indicates that there is no linear relationship between 
effect size (SMD) and covariate, problem size for the metric ‘novelty’. The results of the 
linear regression model with problem size as moderator is shown in Table 6-9. Figure 6-4 
shows the regression line for predicted values for SMD with respect to design problem 
size. 
Table 6-9: Coefficients of regression model for metric novelty 
Variable Coefficient SE 95% Confidence Interval P 
DP size 0.05 0.03 -0.08 to 0.17 0.44 
Constant -0.18 0.12 -0.61 to 0.26 0.43 
 
 
Figure 6-4: Standard mean difference for treatments versus design problem size for metric novelty 
Table 6-10 and Table 6-11 show the estimated heterogeneity and other metrics for 
two models: meta-analysis without moderators and meta-regression analysis with design 
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problem size as moderator. A significant value of Qtotal (p <0.01) for the standard mean 
difference distribution for metric ‘novelty’ means that significant heterogeneity exists and 
the assumption of a random effect model is justified. R2 value shows that the moderating 
variable ‘problem size’ could not account for any portion of the random variance in the 
effect size distribution for creativity metric ‘novelty’. Also, a significant Qresidual (p<0.01) 
means that all heterogeneity in SMD distribution could not be accounted for by the 
moderator ‘problem size’ and that there are other sources of variations between studies 
which need to be explored further. 
Table 6-10: Summary of heterogeneity metrics for SMD distribution without moderator 
τtotal I2 Qtotal p – value  
0.62 81.25% 147.20 (dof = 33) <0.01 
Table 6-11: Summary of heterogeneity metrics for SMD distribution with moderator 
τresidual I2 R2 Qresidual p – value  
0.62 81.25% 0% 147.20 (dof = 40) <0.01 
 
Key conclusion: 
Significant evidence does not exist to suggest a relationship between problem size 
and effectiveness of examples as intervention for novelty of ideas generated. 
 
6.7.5. Verifying assumptions in regression models 
Like other regression methods, meta-regression models also need to be verified for 
homoscedasticity and residual normality assumptions. Homoscedasticity assumptions can 
be verified by plotting standardized residual values against predicted values and have been 
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shown in Appendix D (Figure D-1 to Figure D-3). Visual assessment of these graphs do 
not show any discernible pattern in the distribution of residual values with predicted values 
of effect size for any of the four creativity metrics and the residuals seem to be more or less 
randomly distributed.  
Normality of residuals for design problem regression model have been verified 
using normal q-q plot for all four creativity metrics. The results are shown in Figure D-4 
to Figure D-6 in Appendix D. Most points in the q-q plots are scattered around a straight 
line and lie within the ideal confidence intervals (indicated by dotted lines in figures) which 
indicate that the normality assumptions for residuals of this regression model are not 
violated for quantity, quality and novelty metrics. However, some deviation of quartiles 
from the straight line can be seen for metric ‘variety’. Still, none of the plotted points lie 
beyond the confidence interval lines so as to severely affect the normality assumptions for 
this regression model.  
6.7.6. Discussion of results 
Meta-regression analysis with design problem size as moderator indicates that 
problem size has different implications on the effectiveness of examples on the three 
creativity metrics quantity, quality and novelty. The following conclusions can be made 
from this analysis: 
 Larger problem size may reverse the effectiveness of examples on ‘quantity’ aspect 
from positive to negative. Using larger problems may cause fixation to be induced in 
participants in treatment group due to which they start generating less number of ideas. 
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 Enough evidence did not exist to show a relationship between problem size and 
effectiveness of examples for ‘quality’ and ‘novelty’ aspect. Problem size, therefore 
may not be an influencing factor in determining whether participants exposed to 
examples generate better ‘quality’ or ‘novel’ solutions or not. 
 The regression results for effect size distribution for ‘quality’ and ‘novelty’ showed 
significant residual variance which could not be accounted for by problem size. This 
indicates that there are other variables which could be affecting the heterogeneity in 
effect size distribution which need to be investigated further. 
6.8. Influence of requirement type on example interventions 
The preceding section analyzed the effect of problem size of effectiveness of 
examples as interventions in creativity studies. However, the two components of problem 
size, functional and non-functional requirements have been shown to have different 
influences on results of creativity studies [26]. Thus, it is felt that analyzing the impact that 
these two requirement types have on effectiveness of examples would be useful in 
determining whether both components of design problem affects the results of example 
interventions or not. In order to analyze this, meta-regression models between effect sizes 
observed for the three creativity metrics and number of functional (FR) and non-functional 
requirements (NFR) present in the design problem used is studied separately. Thus, two 
regression models are used for each creativity metric: 
0 1i i iFR           (27) 
0 1i i iNFR          (28) 
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where symbols have the same meaning as discussed in earlier sections. 
6.8.1. Quantity 
The results for the two regression models with number of functional and non-
functional requirements as moderators is shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6 respectively. 
Both functional and non-functional requirements have a significant regression coefficient 
(shown in Table 6-12) indicating the presence of linear relationship between effect size and 
the two variables. Number of non-functional requirements, however can account for 49% 
of the existing random variation in effect size distribution whereas number of functional 
requirement can account for 24%. This indicates that the difference in number of non-
functional requirements in different problems used in these studies has a higher impact of 
heterogeneity present in effect size distribution as compared to functional requirements.  
 





Figure 6-6: Standard mean difference for treatments versus number of NFRs for metric quantity 
 
Table 6-12: Summary of results for regression for metric quantity 
 FR NFR 
Regression coefficient -0.14* -0.11* 
R2 24% 49% 
Residual 𝛕 0.18 0.15 
*p<0.05   
 
Key conclusion: 
Both functional and non-functional requirements may influence effectiveness of 




The results for the two regression models with number of functional and non-
functional requirements as moderators is shown in Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 respectively. 
Both functional and non-functional requirements have a non-significant regression 
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coefficient (shown in Table 6-13) indicating that a linear relationship between these two 
variables and effect size may not exist. Also, the amount of heterogeneity which could be 
explained by the two models was 1% and 2% respectively for number of functional and 
non-functional requirements respectively, which indicates that there are other variables 
which might be the reason for existing heterogeneity in effect size distribution in data for 
metric quality. 
 
Figure 6-7: Standard mean difference for treatments versus number of FRs for metric quality 
 




Table 6-13: Summary of results for regression for metric quality 
 FR NFR 
Regression coefficient -0.04 -0.10 
R2 1% 2% 
Residual 𝛕 0.55 0.54 
 
Key conclusion: 
Significant evidence does not exist to suggest a relationship between number of 




The results for the two regression models with number of functional and non-
functional requirements as moderators is shown in Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 respectively. 
Both functional and non-functional requirements have a non-significant regression 
coefficient (shown in Table 6-14) indicating that there is not enough evidence to suggest a 
relationship between number of functional and non-functional requirements to 
effectiveness of example interventions. Also, the amount of heterogeneity which could be 
explained by the two models was 10% and less than 1% respectively for number of 
functional and non-functional requirements respectively, which indicates that there are 
other variables which might be the reason for existing heterogeneity in effect size 




Figure 6-9: Standard mean difference for treatments versus number of FRs for metric novelty 
 
Figure 6-10: Standard mean difference for treatments versus number of NFRs for metric novelty 
 
Table 6-14: Summary of regression results for metric novelty 
 FR NFR 
Regression coefficient 0.38 0.04 
R2 10% <1% 






Significant evidence does not exist to suggest a relationship between number of 
functional and non-functional requirements and effectiveness of examples as 
interventions for novelty of ideas generated by treatment groups. 
 
6.8.4. Discussion of results 
 Meta-regression models for both number of functional and non-functional 
requirements indicate that both variables might have an influence on the effectiveness 
of examples as interventions. The regression model seems to indicate a linear 
relationship with effect size for quantity of ideas generated in experiments using 
examples as intervention. Since the coefficient for regression model for both variables 
was negative, increasing the number of functional or non-functional requirement may 
possibly reverse the effect of examples from positive to negative (inspiration to 
fixation). 
 Meta-regression models for the two variables for metrics ‘quality’ and ‘novelty’ did 
not provide enough evidence to suggest a relationship between effect size and the two 
predictor variables.  
6.9. Comments and recommendations 
 There are other sources of difference between studies which may be important 
covariates including participant characteristics and instructions provided during 
ideation task.  
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Recommendation: Meta-regression can be used to analyze the impact of some of these 
characteristics on results of interventions used in creativity. For instance, in order to 
investigate whether the type of participants used in experiments has an influence on the 
effectiveness of examples, a sub-group analysis with different participant types as predictor 
variable can be conducted to verify if this variable is a moderator or not. 
 Studies published in creativity research often do not report all statistics related to 
experiment conducted. For instance, it is seen that studies do not report the mean and 
standard deviations for the results measured. At times, these results are published as 
bar charts and error bars which makes analysis difficult. 
Recommendation: Guidelines for publishing studies in creativity can help reduce some of 
these variations. Reporting numeric values for means and standard deviations can reduce 
the risk of erroneous interpretation. This also helps during verification process if the 




Design problems are an important component of experiments in engineering design 
creativity. Experiment’s requirements and researcher’s objectives are two important factors 
which determine the nature of design problems used in experiments. As a result, different 
problems have been used in experiments which has resulted in problems being a source of 
difference between studies. The overall objective of this research is to address the need for 
using similar conceptual design problems in experiments in engineering design creativity. 
This objective is accomplished by addressing three sub-objectives i) to identify the pattern 
of design problem usage, ii) to enable comparison between two conceptual design problems 
based on their natural language representations and iii) to analyze the impact of design 
problems on effectiveness of example interventions used in user studies in engineering 
design creativity. For identifying the pattern of design problem usage, a graph between 
researchers and design problems is used. For comparing conceptual problems, two methods 
have been proposed and evaluated. The first method is based on identifying structural 
elements in a design problem and the second method is based on semantic similarity 
assessment of design problem statements. For analyzing the impact of design problem on 
effectiveness of examples as interventions, a meta-regression analysis is used.  
7.1. Pattern of design problem usage (RQ1) 
The first research question aims to identify the pattern of design problem usage in 




design problem usage has been used. The first graph shows the connectivity between 
researchers and design problems used by them. The second graph shows the connection 
between different experiments in design creativity published and the design problems used 
in them. The following conclusions can be made from this analysis: 
 Design problem reuse is limited in engineering design creativity research possibly due 
to the difference in requirement of experiments. Therefore, the responsibility of 
justifying the appropriateness of design problem selected lies with the researcher. 
However, when a new problem is used in an experiment, it is difficult to prove its merit 
until the result from experiment is obtained. 
 There are some design problems which have been used multiple times in different 
experiments and have been shared by researchers who have worked together on those 
experiments. Such problems may be useful as benchmark design problems since they 
have been tested and experimental evidence can be used to verify their effectiveness. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations would be useful for enhancing problem reuse in 
engineering design creativity experiments: 
 An opportunity exists for developing a repository of benchmarked design problems 
which can be shared and used by researchers according to their requirements. This will 
help researchers in selecting problems which have been used and tested while also 
reducing the differences between studies due to design problems. 
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 An opportunity also exists to develop methods to compare problems for similarity so 
that in case an existing problem cannot be reused, an alternative but similar problem 
may be used by researcher. 
 Contribution to overall research objective 
Graph based analysis of design problems usage helped in highlighting the limited 
reuse of problems in creativity experiments. While this may be due to difference in study 
requirements, design problems are one source of difference between studies. Since 
problems are amongst the few variables which can be controlled by the researcher, it might 
be beneficial if this source of difference can be minimized. One way to achieve this could 
be to use existing problems which have similar characteristics with what is desired in a 
design problem for experiment. This would be beneficial in two ways: 
 Reusing existing problems can help minimize one source of difference between studies 
 Researchers can search and use problems which have been tested in experiments to 
minimize the need for developing a new design problem for experiments. 
7.2. Design problem similarity assessment (RQ2 and RQ3) 
The second and third research questions aim to identify methods to enable 
similarity comparison between design problems based on their natural language 
representation. For this, two methods have been proposed and evaluated. The first method 
is based on identifying the structural elements in a design problem statement. The second 
method is based on semantic similarity of design problem statements. The following 
conclusions can be made for these two research questions: 
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 The first method based on identifying the five characteristics in a design problem 
statement provides an element-wise comparison between two problems. The five 
elements include goals of a problem, functional requirements, non – functional 
requirements, information about end user and reference to an existing product. 
Comparison can be made based on the number of goals, functional and non-functional 
requirements or presence or absence of end user and reference to an existing product 
once these elements have been identified in the two problem statements. 
 The second method for similarity assessment is based on computational technique 
known as Latent Semantic Analysis. This method provides a similarity score between 
the contextual meaning of two problem statements which can be useful for comparing 
problems. 
 Both these methods may be used in conjugation with each other to address the 
requirement of comparing conceptual problems. LSA can be used to compare semantic 
similarity between problems while number of requirements can be used to compare 
structural similarity between problems. Thus, using the two methods together helps 
compare problems simultaneously for semantic and structural similarity. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations may be useful for obtaining a similarity score for 
method based on structural element identification: 
 Using information vectors generated by method based on identification of structural 
elements to obtain a structural similarity score between the two problems. A 
combination of both Eucledian distance between the two information vectors and 
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angular separation between them may be useful in comparing the two design problem 
for similarity. Cosine similarity scores alone may not be robust enough to correctly 
identify similar problems when the vector dimensions are reduced. Hence a 
combination of cosine similarity and Eucledian distance could provide a better estimate 
of similarity of the two information vectors. 
Contribution to overall research objective 
Enabling similarity comparison between conceptual design problems is useful 
primarily for two reasons. First, researchers need to use problems which are similar for 
different experimental requirements such as in pre-post test experiments. Since students 
are common subjects for experiments in engineering design creativity, researchers 
sometimes need to use different but similar problems in their experiments to prevent 
participant pool from being ‘tainted’ while ensuring that an appropriate problem is used in 
the experiment. Second, for the idea of design problem reuse to propagate, a repository of 
benchmarked design problems may be needed. This may require comparison between 
different benchmarked problems so that in case a problem cannot be used, a different but 
similar benchmark problem can be selected from the repository. The two methods for 
problem comparison may be seen as starting points for research in this area. By enabling 
researchers to compare problems structurally and semantically, the two methods can act as 
starting guides for researchers who need to use similar problems in their experiments. 
7.3. Influence of design problems on effectiveness of example intervention (RQ4) 
The fourth research question is aimed at understanding whether the choice of design 
problem used in user studies has a relationship with effectiveness of design method being 
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tested in the experiment. Specifically, relationship between design problem size defined as 
number of requirements contained in it and use of examples as interventions is assessed 
using meta-regression. The following conclusions can be made from this analysis: 
 Design problem size may influence the effectiveness of examples as interventions as 
far as quantity of ideas generated is concerned. Using higher problem size in 
experiments may reverse the effect of example from positive to negative on the quantity 
of ideas generated by treatment groups. This hypothesis, however should be verified 
through experiments where examples are used as interventions and design problem size 
is used as an independent variable. 
 Enough evidence did not exist to indicate a relationship between problem size and 
effectiveness of examples on quality and novelty of ideas generated by treatment group 
participants.  
7.3.1. Influence of functional and non-functional requirements on effectiveness of examples 
Additional meta-regression models were built to study the influence of functional 
and non-functional requirements separately on effectiveness of example interventions. The 
following conclusions can be made from this analysis: 
 Both functional and non-functional requirements may have an influence on 
effectiveness of examples used as interventions for the quantity of ideas generated by 
treatment group participants. In other words, increasing the number of functional and 
non-functional requirements may reverse the positive effect of example intervention 
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into a negative one where participants in treatment groups may start generating less 
number of ideas as compared to control group.  
 Enough evidence did not exist to identify a relationship between number of functional 
and non-functional requirements and effectiveness of example intervention on quality 
and novelty of ideas generated by treatment group participants.  
Recommendations 
Based on the results from meta-regression, the following recommendations are 
proposed: 
 Significant residual variation was observed in most meta-regression models analyzed 
using problem size or number of functional and non-functional requirements. Other 
variables which might be a factor in explaining the residual variance need to be 
investigated further. 
 In order to study the confounding effect produced by different number of functional 
and non-functional requirements on effectiveness of example interventions, an 
experiment with examples as interventions and number of functional and non-
functional requirements as independent variables should be conducted. This would help 
verify the hypothesis that the number of functional or non-functional requirements 
influence effectiveness of example interventions in experiments. 
7.3.2. Contribution to overall research objective 
Meta-regression helped identify the influence that design problems may have on 
the conclusions that are drawn from results of user studies. For instance, the studies where 
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presenting examples produced improvement in quantity of ideas generated by treatment 
group participants may conclude that examples inspire participants to generate more ideas. 
Studies which report a reduction in quantity of ideas generated may conclude that examples 
cause fixation in participants. However, an important difference between the two studies is 
the design problem used. Regression results indicate that problem size may moderate the 
effectiveness of examples where using a higher problem might change the effect of 
example from inspiring to fixating. Thus, design problems may have the potential of 
convoluting research findings. One way to eliminate the concern could be to use same 
design problems across all studies. For instance, if all studies which analyzed the impact 
of examples on solution creativity used the same problem and reported different effects of 
example treatment, one can eliminate the choice of problem as a cause for observed 
difference in conclusions. In this case, other variables can be analyzed to identify the cause 
for disparity in observations for same treatment. Using the same design problem may not 
be feasible always. An alternative could be to use similar problems so that potential 
confounding due to choice of design problem can be reduced. Although methods to ensure 
problem similarity need to address other aspects such as solvability and complexity, the 
idea of using similar problems in experiments can help in reducing one source of variation 
which can possibly influence results of experiments. 
7.4. Overall research conclusion 
The overall conclusions that can be made from the research tasks accomplished in 
this research are as follows: 
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 Using problems which are similar to each other across creativity studies can help reduce 
one source of between-study variation. Although methods to assess similarity of 
conceptual design problems may not be capable of addressing all aspects for 
determining problem similarity, efforts in this area would be beneficial for the research 
community as a whole. Using similar problems can also help reduce the potential 
moderating effect that design problems may have on results of user studies and help 
develop more robust conclusions. 
 Other sources of difference exist between studies whose influence on results of 
experiments may be difficult to identify. Therefore, a validation and verification 
framework for evaluating the results from experiments might be useful in development 
of a sound knowledge foundation upon which future work can be built. 
7.5. Limitation of methods for comparing design problems 
 Design problem solvability cannot be addressed by the two approaches proposed. 
Solvability of a problem is associated with the effort needed for solving the problem. 
This can be estimated by analyzing the coupling between problem requirements and 
design parameters present in an existing solution. 
 The method based on structural element identification helps compare two problems 
element-wise but does not generate a similarity score between the two problems. This 
could be addressed by using vector representation of information contained in design 
problems and evaluating the cosine similarity and Eucledian distance between two 




 The robustness of protocol used for identification of structural elements in design 
problems should be improved. The current protocol used produced low inter-rater 
agreement for characteristic ‘reference to existing product’. Improving the protocol and 
testing its effectiveness can improve the reliability of the method. 
 Although LSA enables to evaluate contextual similarity of design problems, obtaining 
a cut-off score above which problems can be considered as similar needs to be 
addressed.  
7.6. Limitations of meta-regression results 
Regression results from this study indicate the fact that design problems are an 
important covariate in user studies in design creativity and should be carefully selected 
during research design. Yet, the results presented here have some limitations which 
prevents their generalization. These limitations are discussed in following sections. 
7.6.1. Publication bias 
Publication bias germinates when research that appears is published literature is 
unrepresentative of the population of all conducted studies. Studies which have statistically 
significant findings are more likely to be published as compared to studies which did not 
observe a statistically significant effect. Publication bias has long been recognized as a 
problem in scientific research, and in meta – analyses in particular since the conclusions 
drawn from the meta – analysis depends on the results reported in studies included in the 
analysis. According to Rosenthal [164], for any research area, the extreme view believes 
that journals are filled with 5% of the studies which show Type I errors while “file drawers” 
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are filled with 95% of the studies which  show no significant results. Publication bias is a 
potential threat to all research fields including quantitative studies and qualitative studies. 
This becomes more important when conducting meta – analyses, since it aims at combining 
the results of different studies to understand the common effect across different studies. As 
such, studies reporting only ‘positive’ results for treatments can inflate the conclusions 
which are drawn in a meta – analysis.  
Assessment of publication bias is essential before drawing any generalized 
conclusions from a meta-regression analysis as well. One way of visually depicting the 
presence or absence of bias is by using funnel plot [133]. A funnel plot is a graphical 
representation in which the size of the study is plotted n the y – axis and the measure of 
effect size is plotted on the x – axis. The idea behind this approach is that studies with 
larger sample size would reduce sampling error and provide a more precise estimate of true 
treatment effect. In absence of bias, studies with smaller sample size should be spread 
around the base of the funnel and also, symmetrically distributed. In recent times, standard 
error of effect size estimates are increasingly been used for representing the y – axis of 
funnel plots [165]. In this case, if bias exists because smaller studies with non – significant 
results remain unpublished, the funnel plot would have an asymmetric appearance with a 
gap at the bottom corner of the graph. Such a representation provides a generic means of 
examining bias and other reasons may be associated with the asymmetry of funnel plot 
[165]. Since visual assessment of funnel plot asymmetry can be subjective, statistical tests 
have been developed to test the presence of asymmetry in funnel plots [166,167]. Egger 
[168] proposed a regression model where the effect size estimate (standardized mean 
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difference in this case) is used as a dependent variable with its precision (or standard error) 
as the independent variable. The assumptions behind this method is that in absence of any 
publication bias, the slope of the regression model is expected to be 0.  
Funnel plots for standard errors versus effect size for all four creativity metrics are 
shown in Figure D-7 to Figure D-9 in Appendix D. Table D-5 also shows the results of 
regression test for asymmetry of the funnel plots. Visual analysis of the funnel plots 
indicate that most effect sizes observed are spread in the central region of the funnel with 
only a few studies populating the lower regions of the funnel. This indicates that studies 
with low sample size might be missing from this analysis since standard errors are expected 
to be higher for such studies. Results from regression test for asymmetry show that 
publication bias exists for the studies included in the analysis of metric ‘variety’ (p<0.01). 
This can also be seen in the Figure D-9, the funnel plot for metric novelty which shows the 
absence of smaller studies on the left of the center line of funnel. Apart from this, 
asymmetry test for other metrics fails to reject the null hypothesis of no publication bias 
involved. However, the presence of bias in published literature cannot be ignored and 
consequently, the results from this study should be considered as hypothesis generating 
rather than proofs of hypotheses.  
7.6.2. False positive conclusions 
The quality of meta-regression depends on the quality of studies included in 
analysis. Often, heterogeneity in effect size can be explained by many possible experiment 
or participant characteristics rather than the one suspected. For instance, heterogeneity in 
effect size distribution for creativity user studies can be explained by other factors like 
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nature of participants, their academic standing, their experience level and host of other 
factors. Regression tests for moderators are thus based on subjective assessments which 
suggest that a certain covariate may be important. In this study, design problem is chosen 
as potential moderators based on prior studies conducted to test its impact on creativity 
results. However, it is possible that other such unexplored covariates might as well be 
significant moderators in explaining the existing heterogeneity.  
7.6.3. Generalizability of meta-regression results 
The relationships observed in meta-regression analyses are descriptive associations 
across studies and cannot be generalized as such. Significance of a moderator variable 
depends on the effect sizes and results reported in studies. It is difficult to include all 
possible user studies in a meta-analytic review due to resource limitations, hence it 
becomes difficult to justify the generalizability of such findings. It is possible that some 
studies which were not included in this analysis may change a significant moderator in to 
a non-significant one. Hence, the results from meta-regression should be considered as new 





8.1. Assessing similarity of design problems based on their representation 
The importance of using same or ‘similar’ design problems has been the central 
theme of this research. For enabling similarity assessment of problems, two methods were 
discussed which can help a researcher to compare problems based on their representation. 
However, the two methods in their present form are unable to assess all aspects of similarity 
which might be essential for researchers. These two methods can be used as starting guides 
when a researcher is assessing the design problem which should be used. Answers to the 
following research questions could empower design researchers in the problem selection 
process: 
a. Research question: How can researchers be allowed to choose problems based on their
similarity?
Proposed research task: For answering this research question, a common database needs to 
be developed which contains various design problems used in the past in creativity research 
along with different similarity measures which can be used to compare them. A hierarchical 
similarity assessment can be used for this. At the first level, similar problems can be 
presented to a researcher based on semantic similarity of problem representations. As a 
next step, comparison between design problems remaining after the first stage can be made 
based on the five elements discussed in this research. After these two stages, problems 
which are similar, semantically and element wise would remain. The next step should 
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include analysis of design problems for their complexity as suggested by Summers and 
Shah [37] can be used for similarity assessment. This multi – level process would ensure 
that adequate justification can be given for problem selection and that at least one source 
of difference between design studies can be eliminated. This would also ensure that 
problem similarity is evaluated for both, their representation and effort needed for solving. 
Figure 8-1 shows the multi – level process which can be used.     
 
Figure 8-1: Four level hierarchical approach proposed for problem similarity assessment 
b. Research question: How can benchmarked design problems be developed? 
Proposed research task: An essential requirement for development of a coherent 
methodology for design research is to prescribe benchmarked design problems which can 
be readily used by researchers for user studies. To accomplish this, the first requirement 
would be to assess whether the problems are similar to each other or not using the four 
level approach discussed above. Problems which are found to be similar can then be tested 
in experiments to see whether the results generated are significantly different or not as 
suggested by Durand and coauthors [15]. After following this two-way process for 
assessing problem similarity, a list of problems can then be published which were found to 
be similar, both analytically and experimentally. All such problems can then be treated as 















8.2. Understanding the role of design problems in ideation experiments 
Meta-regression analysis conducted on user studies published in the past showed 
that design problems are an important moderator of treatment effects in user studies in 
creativity and their importance needs to be emphasized to the research community. 
Answers to the following research questions can help elucidate the importance of design 
problems in creativity studies: 
a.  Research question: Does the size of design problem reduce the quantity and variety 
of ideas generated in design tasks? 
Proposed research task: For addressing this research questions, experimental evidence 
which supports or refutes this claim is needed. For this, user studies could be used to test 
whether the number of functional and non – functional requirements in a problem affect 
the quantity and variety aspects of solutions. However, replication of such an experiment 
would help gather conclusive evidence to either accept or reject this hypothesis. Some work 
in this regard has been done in the past [109], the results for which need to be further 
verified. 
b. Research question: Can other measures of design problem similarity be used to verify 
the influence of problem selection on treatment effects of user studies? 
Proposed research task: A meta-regression analysis can be used again to see whether the 
choice of design problem has any influence on the outcome of interventions in user studies. 
However, a different metric for quantifying design problem for use in regression analysis 
can be used to verify the results from this research. For instance, the metric defined by 
Summers and Shah [37] to evaluate problem complexity can be used as a predictor variable 
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in regression model to verify whether design problem complexity serves as a moderator or 
not. This task will serve as a verification mechanism to check the claims made in this 
research.  
8.3. Understanding the impact of other sources of difference between studies 
The focus of meta-regression analysis used in this research was to understand 
whether design problem used in experiment have any influence on the treatment effect 
observed for various interventions. Meta-regression analysis can also be used to uncover 
some of the other moderators which might have an impact on the effect size. Answers to 
the following question could further help in enhancing the understanding of design 
research: 
a. Research question: What is the influence of ideation time on effect size? 
Proposed research task: The influence of ideation time used for experiments on results of 
creativity studies can be analyzed using meta-regression. For this, experiment time used in 
different studies can be used as a predictor variable to analyze if it moderates the effect 
size or not. 
b. Research question: Does the education level of participant have any impact on effect 
size distribution in creativity studies? 
Proposed research task: A large proportion of studies used for meta-regression analysis in 
this research used undergraduate student at different education levels in their experiments. 
Participant characteristics and their impact on outcome of user studies is an important issue 
which needs to be understood. It would not be an overstatement to say that majority of the 
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user studies in future will also rely on using student participants from academic institutions 
for studies in design creativity given the current predilection of researchers. Hence, it seems 
pragmatic to understand the impact of different levels of education on the measured 
outcome of user studies. Meta-regression analysis can be used to answer this task where 
education level of a participant can be used as a predictor variable to verify if it is important 
as far as moderating the effect sizes are concerned. For this, a dummy coded categorical 
independent variable can be included in the linear regression model similar to how 
categorical variables are tested in regular regression analysis. Each education level can be 
assigned a different code. This can help highlight whether some or all education levels are 
significant in predicting the effect size distribution for creativity scores. 
8.4. Opportunities in design tool validation 
The concept of validation is central to the idea of creating a global space for design 
practitioners and researchers to converse. At present, most research being done is in 
isolation and the research process is ambiguous. The process of validation can add a 
systematic approach to design research. It will act like a funnel, to channelize all new 
research towards at least one common ideology. This process, in no way intends to curb 
the individual inclinations and approaches of the researchers, but only gives them a 
framework to replicate and verify their ideas. With validation being accepted as a step in 
research process, it will bring the widespread design community together, since everyone 
will have at least one common point of discussion in their research. In the long run, a 




Constructive criticism is an innate quality for nurturing research in any field. With 
a framework in place, it becomes easier to evaluate and verify the hypothesis put forward 
by others, and then to critique on their work. In an ideal scenario, such conversations 
between two researchers will significantly enhance knowledge transmission. Validation of 
design tools and methods provides an opportunity to attach a certain degree of scientific 
rigor to the design process. At present, the field is divergent, where different communities 
work on different beliefs and notions. As a result, several ideas and methods have evolved, 
which are neither established nor universally accepted or deployed. It is wise to adopt a 
diverse approach when working with engineering design, yet a more systematic and 
streamlined process will benefit the ultimate benefactors – industry and student community 
in the long run. At present, it is quite enigmatic to select a tool or process, since the process 
is ambiguous and the research community is in disharmony. Validation is one step towards 
the final aim of creating a scientific design process. 
a. Research question: How can a collaborative framework for validation and verification 
of design tools/methods be established? 
Proposed research task: A model framework for validating existing and new design tools 
and methods has been shown in Figure 8-2. This proposed framework is intended to serve 
as a starting guide for future research in this direction. Moreover, with time, more features 
and improvements can be included, to further enhance and encourage the validation 
process. 
Since this framework is intended to cater to the needs and requirements of the 
design fraternity, it is essential to consider the requirements and needs of this group in 
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particular. Generating and reviewing the requirements for the framework should be a 
continuous process, to ensure usefulness of the framework for all users. The structure for 
the framework proposed here is based on an initial requirement list, which requires a 
framework which: 
a. Allows unrestricted access to design researchers, as and when needed. 
b. Allows a convenient way to implement various stages of the validation process, without 
any violation of the experimental requirements. 
c. Contains a wide range of experiments in its database, for testing several design tools 
and methods. 
 




- Similarity measure for 
different problems
- Solvability of problems
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This framework should comprise of six primary elements: 
a. Experiment repository: To build on the works already done, it is essential to have a 
common repository of design experiments conducted over the years by various 
researchers and experimenters to test their hypothesis and tools. The repository would 
contain a pool of experiments which need to be verified and tested again through 
collaborative research.  
b. Experiment protocol: Every experiment has a set of rules, and procedure designed in 
order to render it useful for the study. Similar to an experiment repository, it is essential 
to keep a database for storing various protocols and procedures which need to be kept 
in mind if these experiments have to be replicated. Such a database, shall contain the 
guidelines and procedures to be followed for each experiment, which will help the 
researcher in educating the participants, and its smooth execution. This database shall 
also contain the hypothesis and performance metrics related to the different 
experiments stored in the repository, to help researchers recreate the experiments when 
desired. 
Design problems: Design problems form an essential part of the protocol database. 
Benchmarked design problems can be stored in this repository with details of the study 
in which they were used, their size and solvability and possibly the average time 
required to solve them. Problems can be benchmarked by testing different problems for 
their impact on results of creativity experiments. This would enable a researcher to 
select a design problem based on the requirements of validation protocol and also 
reduce differences in design problem selection between studies. Similarly, the 
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similarity scores for different design problems based on its size (number of 
requirements and goals), contextual similarity and solvability can be stored in the 
database. This will enable researchers to compare and select appropriate design 
problems for validation studies. For example, if a researcher wants to test whether the 
robustness of the method is influenced by the choice of design problems, he/she can 
select different design problems based on their similarity and solvability scores. In this 
way, the researcher can ensure that the problems chosen by him were indeed different 
thereby reducing the threat to construct validity.   
c. Design methods/tools:  A list of different design tools and methods that have or need 
to be tested shall be contained in this database. It can contain old, tested methods as 
well as new methods awaiting verification. Again as a startup, tools and methods 
related to creativity, function based design and decision support will be stored. Further 
additions, can of course be done as and when required. This database will enable the 
researcher to select the method to be validated, corresponding to which a list of 
experiments can be selected and thereby selected for trial.  
d. Design researchers: Members of the design community, with access to the framework 
need to be a part of the framework. It is paramount that a closed community is formed 
to monitor, verify and validate the experiments. All design researchers, research 
students and industrial practitioners will be a part of this, and will have access to 
experiments in the framework. This group will be like a team, whose job will be to 
select methods or tool to be validated, select the appropriate experiment from the 
repository and administer it to the participants. This group will also examine the results 
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obtained from the experiments conducted and evaluate it against an expected result, to 
ascertain the validity of the tool being used. Also, training and educating the 
participants about the experiment guidelines and process will be overseen by this group. 
Thus, researchers will get a chance to verify their new methods, as well as validate the 
existing ones. 
e. Participants/users: This group involves subjects, who will be a part of the experiment 
and validation process. This is the most diverse and large group in the framework, and 
requires extra efforts in order to ensure engagement in the main framework. 
Participants will involve students at various universities, design practitioners, 
mechanical turkers and others who wish to be a part of this framework. The diversity 
of this group is a key variable in this model. As with most design experiments, it is 
essential to determine the caliber and competency of these participants, since this will 
play a vital role in the results obtained from experiments conducted. A sound method 
for this is yet to be found, but preliminary tests like IQ, quantitative analysis and others 
may be useful in initial sorting. Additionally, background details for each participant 
needs to be stored in records, for the experimenter’s reference before conducting any 
experiment. Thus, participation selection will be a major challenge for validation 
process, which needs to be done with utmost care and attention. Initial categorization 
can be done based on the participant’s expertise, past experience with design tools, 
educational background and knowledge. It is, but essential for the researcher to check 
the quality and attributes desired in the participants for the experiment he/she is trying 
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to conduct. While recreating existing experiments, care is needed to select participants 
who represent the original case.  
f. Experiment results: Similar to all other elements, a repository to store the results from 
the experiments conducted is essential for the framework. Participants can report their 
outcomes, which can be stored for evaluation by the researcher. Researchers can then 
compare the results obtained from with the outcomes reported in original studies to 
















Appendix A: List of design problems and authors 
Table A-1: List of design problems and their statements collected from 34 studies 
DP Problem statement Problem name 




There is a need of designing a new drawing table that took up as 
little space as possible when not in use. Actually housing is 
becoming smaller, so one of the main goals of furniture design is to 
achieve the same functionality with the less space. The table is 
addressed to professionals or students in the field of design, 




Tubular map cases consist of a system for storage and transportation 
of maps. The new design requested must facilitate the introduction 
and extraction of one single plan. Currently tubular map cases 
require extracting all the plans in order to look for the desired one 
and separate it from the rest. After that, the other ones must be put 
again inside the tubular map case. The new system is addressed to 





Design a new system for gathering together and hiding the wires of 
the electronic equipment in an office table. Currently the work in the 
field of design, architecture and engineering needs of a personal 
computer, printers, and scanners. Each of these devices needs of 
electrical supply and the wires on table surface are annoying. 
Actually, there are simple solutions to gather them, but it is difficult 
to extract or introduce a wire, or they leave the wires hanging behind 
the table. 
System to 
collect and hide 
electronic wires 
DP5 
It is asked to design a new table for offices that allows alternate 
sitting and stand up work. There are a lot of people who must work 
on sitting position the full day. The possibility to alternate positions 
during working time could drive to an improvement in health and 
productivity. The current tables that allow combining positions in 
work have limited surface, not enough for design, architecture and 
engineering needs. 
New table for 
offices 
DP6 
Design a wearable binocular which satisfies the following 
constraints: 1. Both eyes should be used. 2. The product should be 
wearable using head or face of a user. 3. Manual adjustment is 
allowed for controlling lens and focus. 
Wearable 
binocular 
DP7 Design an urban (bi or tri) cycle for use by “white-collar workers”. Bi/tri cycle 





DP Problem statement Problem name 
DP9 
Design and build a low-cost, easy to manufacture peanut shelling 
machine that will increase the productivity of the African peanut 
farmers. Target throughput is approximately 50 Kg per hour. The 
goals include: a. Must remove the shell with minimal damage to 
peanuts b. Electrical outlets are not available as a power source c. A 




Redesign of a traffic light that uses light-emitting diodes (LED) 
instead of incandescent bulbs leading to snow build-up on the lights 




Develop concepts for a new, innovative, product that can froth milk 
in a short amount of time. The product should be able to be used by 




Develop products that utilize sunlight for heating and cooking food. 
The products should be portable and made of inexpensive materials. 
It should be able to be used by individual families, and should be 
practical for adults to set up in a sunny spot. Specific materials 




Design a counter top stand to display and dispense candy and 
chocolate snacks at convenience stores. The requirements of this 
task are: a) the stand must be easy to use both by the final user to 
grab the product and by the shop attendant to refill the product, b) 
the stand must contain and visually identify one specific target brand 
and product presentation, c) the stand must be built in one single 
material to choose between cardboard or laminated plastic (PVC, PS 
or PETG), and d) the stand must be innovative, yet simple to 




Design a device (i.e. to generate sketches) to transport a ping-pong 
ball the farthest distance powered only by a standard issue 
compression spring. The device is to be constructed with a limited 
set of given materials (e.g. balsa wood, wire and Styrofoam). 
Ping pong ball 
transporter 
DP15 
Generate simple tools (i.e. no need for electricity, motors, 
computers, etc.) for an intelligent species in another planet. Draw, 
label and describe as many tools as possible. 
Tool for alien 
species 
DP16 
In rural areas of developing countries, such as Kenya, cooking is 
done in the home with biomass type cooking systems. One of the 
adverse affects of these cooking systems is the emissions which 
cause respiratory illnesses for millions of children and women. The 
people in these developing countries are economically and culturally 
constrained by the types of cooking systems they use. Also, 
depending on the type of biomass used there can be unsustainable 
and detrimental effects on the environment. Develop several 
concepts for a cooking system that is culturally appropriate, 





DP Problem statement Problem name 
DP17 
The Air Force wants to increase the functionality of their Unmanned 
Air Vehicle technology by using transformation to move between 
states that are suited to tagging, tracking, and performing and effect 
on targets of interest. 
Tag: Track: 
Physically mark or create a way to easily find and identify a target, 
even after direct contact has been lost. Possible means include, but 
are not limited to physically attaching, chemically marking, using 
energy or radiation, biological means, and visual or other sensory 
marking. 
Be able to continuously or sporadically determine certain 
characteristics of the target, such as position, velocity, size, strength, 
etc. Be able to lose direct visual contact but still reacquire and 
positively identify target when it reappears. 
Effect: 
Be able to remotely trigger a desired effect on the target when 
desired. Destruction or disablement are possible effects, but options 
for non-destructive actions specific to the mission are desirable. 
UAV 
DP18 
Devise an innovative solution for a remote controller that meets the 
following specification:1. Performs its functions using voice/sound-
based commands.2. Has intelligent yet easy-to-use functions, and 
uses maximum number of sensor of different kinds. The type of 
sensors may include altitude sensor, microphone, flow, force, 
pressure, proximity, stress and strain, temperature, vibration and 
wind speed. The device can allow the following functions: 1. 
Selection among multiple choices.2. Set parameters.3. Define 
sequence of selected choices.4. Set time limits.5. Associate 
responses to choices.6. Set priority for multiple choices. The device 
should give the following responses to the user:1. indicate 
performed function.2. Offer short demo of results.3. Warm about 
impossible problems.4. Offer different options of communication 





Sketch a toaster with a side panel that you can draw on; the drawing 
can then be toasted onto the bread 
Doodle toaster 
DP20 Sketch a combination toaster/coffee maker. Coffee maker 
DP21 
Sketch a horizontal toaster such that the bread is inserted and comes 
out horizontal to the ground. 
Horizontal 
toaster 




Oars often propel boats that operate manually (human powered). 
However, oars can be difficult to maneuver. Inexperienced operators 
tire quickly, and if the oars are not used correctly, they rock the boat, 
and splash water on the deck where people are sitting. Your task is 





DP Problem statement Problem name 
DP24 
One difficult sorting task is separating paper and plastic in curbside 
recycling systems, which is usually done by hand. Develop concepts 




Lunar dust poses significant problems for space equipment and 
astronauts during operations on the Moon. These dust particles are 
very abrasive and have a tendency to stick to each other and other 
objects because of their rough surfaces. One essential device that 
must be protected from lunar dust is a Lydar. A Lydar is an optical 
device that produces laser for signaling purposes. It must be 
enclosed and protected while not in use. In past lunar operations, 
dust particles accumulated on the cover joints and lens during and 
after opening/closing of the lens cover. Develop concepts that 
effectively achieve protection from lunar dust. You should also 
consider the environment of the Moon, i.e., a low gravitational force, 
low atmospheric pressure, extreme low and high temperatures, etc. 
Lunar device 
DP26 
Design a machine that registers a bottle to a capping station, caps it, 




Design a device that takes water, sodium bicarbonate (gas), and soda 
flavor syrup as input and mixes them into a soda drink. The device is 
targeted as a home type kitchen appliance. The inputting of the 
water can be accomplished through a standard kitchen faucet. Please 
assume that the soda flavor syrup is available in a separate container 
that can be poured into the device you are designing, and the sodium 
bicarbonate is contained in a canister that can safely transfer sodium 
bicarbonate into the system. 
Soda maker 
DP28 Redesign an electric toothbrush for increased portability. 
Electric 
toothbrush 





Design a litter collection system for use by student groups in 





People generally use their mobile phone or a traditional alarm clock 
in order to wake themselves up every morning. Yet, they are not 
always effective and can sometimes cause oversleeping. What would 
be other possible ways to wake up in the morning in a certain time 









DP Problem statement Problem name 
DP33 
Since ancient times, transportation of people and goods has always 
been an essential human activity. Despite the rapid technological 
developments in the field of human transportation, it is still 
uncertain how this area will unfold in the future. Your task is to 
think about how human transportation will be like in 2050. You are 






Design a device to collect energy from human motion for use in 
developing and impoverished rural communities in places like India 
and many African countries. Our goal is to build a low-cost, easy to 
manufacture device targeted at individuals and small households to 
provide energy to be stored in a rechargeable battery with 
approximately 80% efficiency. The energy is intended to be used by 
small, low power draw electrical devices, such as a radio or lighting 
device, hopefully leading to an increase in the quality of life of the 
communities by increasing productivity, connection to the outside 
world, etc. The target energy production is 1 kW-h per day, roughly 
enough to power eight 25W compact florescent light bulbs for 5 h 
each per day, or enough to power a CB radio for the entire day. For 
reference, an average adult human can output about 200W with full 
body physical activity for short periods of time, with a significant 






Due to potential foe leg injuries, MTREK is now requiring guides to 
carry additional supplies to treat leg and ankle injuries. In the design 
challenge, MTREK has hired you to design a device that can be used 
to immobilize a joint or limb in case of an extreme injury. This 
device must be (1) as light and small as possible when stored in the 
guide's packs but (2) rigid and large enough to immobilize the leg of 





Design a safety lock for a bicycle that is to be permanently fastened 
to it- not to be removed when used, i.e the lock function while 
attached to the bicycle frame. The lock is to be a lasting accessory, 
yet can still be removed or adjusted if necessary. Therefore, it should 
be small enough so as to be non-obstrusive to the bicyclist when 




In order to help handicapped people (not able to stand up and grab 
the book) in wheel chairs catch books at the highest level of the 
bookshelf (at 6ft or above), a mechanism needs to be developed. the 
following performance requirements must be met: 
Convenient and safe to use 
Smooth operation without damaging the books 







Appendix B: Design problem network analysis and representation 
Table B-1: List of authors and design problems used by them for 34 studies collected 
Reference 
no. 
Author/s Problem name 
[44] 
S. Kim (Faculty) 
Y. Kim (Faculty) 
Subway improvement (DP1) 
[24] 
Sonseca (Faculty),  
Mulet (Faculty),  
Chakrabarti (Faculty) 
1) New table (DP2) 
2) Tubular map case (DP3) 
3) System for gathering wire 
(DP4)  
4) Table for offices (DP5) 
[45] 
S. Kim (Faculty) 









1) Water lifting device (DP8) 
S. Schmidt (Student) 
Viswanathan (Faculty) 
2) Peanut shelling machine 
(DP9) 
Linsey (Faculty)   




Robert (Faculty)   
[25] 
Hernandez (Faculty) 




Milk frothing device (DP11) 
Miller (Faculty) 
[69] 
Linsey (Faculty),  
Markman (Faculty),  
Wood (Faculty) 









Peanut shelling machine (DP9) 
















Peanut Shelling machine (DP9) 
[70] 
Acuna (Student)  





1) Ping pong ball transporter 
(DP14) 
Smith (Faculty) 2) Tool for alien species (DP15) 
[71] 
C. Schmidt (Faculty) 
Hernandez (Faculty),  
Kremer (Faculty),  
Linsey (Faculty) 
Biomass cooking device (DP16) 
[72] 
Weaver  (Student),   





Doboli (Faculty)  
Umbarkar (Faculty) 
Innovative remote controller 
(DP18) 
[74] 
Kudrowitz (Faculty),  
Te (Student), 
1. Doodle toaster (DP19) 
Wallace (Faculty) 2. Coffee maker (DP20) 
  3. Horizontal toaster (DP21) 
  4. Crumb tray toaster (DP22) 
[75] 
Lopez (Student) 





Jablokow (Faculty) Traffic light using LED (DP10) 







Cheong (Student),  
Chiu (Faculty)  
1) Waste sorting device (DP24) 
2) Lunar device (DP25) 
Shu (Faculty) 
[79] 
Kurtoglu (Faculty),  
Campbell (Faculty),  
Linsey (Faculty) 
1) Bottle capping device (DP26) 





Author/s Problem name 
[80] 
Tsenn (Faculty),  
Atilola (Student), 





Electric toothbrush (DP28) Miller (Faculty) 
Okudan (Faculty) 
[16] 
Johnson (Student),  
Genco (Student),  
1) Next Generation alarm clock 
(DP29) 
Paul Seepersad (Faculty)  
Otto (Faculty) 
2) Litter collection device 
(DP30) 
[82] 
Shorachi (Faculty),  
Goncalves (Student) 
Alternative alarm clock (DP31) 





Human transportation system 
(DP33) 
[85] 
Chan (Faculty),  
Fu (Faculty),  
Schunn (Faculty),  
Cagan (Faculty),  
Wood (Faculty),  
Kotovsky (Faculty) 
Device to collect energy from 
human motion (DP34) 
[86] 
Cardoso (Faculty),  
Goncalves (Faculty),  
Badke-Schaub (Faculty) 




Device to collect energy from 
human motion (DP34) 
Fu (Faculty) 
Schunn (Faculty),  
Cagan (Faculty),  
Wood (Faculty),  
Kotovsky (Faculty) 
[88] 
Wilson (Student),  
Rosen (Faculty) 




Peanut Shelling machine (DP9) 
Linsey (Faculty) 
[90] 
McKoy (Student),  
Hernandez (Faculty), 
Summers (Faculty),  
Shah (Faculty) 
1) Bicycle lock (DP36) 





Table B-2:  List of node numbers and type of nodes for researcher-problem 
Vertex 
no 
Type Name Vertex 
no 
Type Name 
1 Researcher S. Kim 41 Researcher Cardoso 
2 Researcher Se Kim 42 Researcher Goncalves 
3 Researcher Chulvi 43 Researcher Badke-Schaub 
4 Researcher Sonseca 44 Researcher Chan 
5 Researcher Mulet 45 Researcher Fu 
6 Researcher Chakrabarti 46 Researcher Schunn 
7 Researcher S. Jin 47 Researcher Cagan 
8 Researcher Salustri 48 Researcher Kotovsky 
9 Researcher Lewis 49 Researcher Rosen 
10 Researcher Linsey  50 Researcher Summers 
11 Researcher McAdams 51 Problem DP1 
12 Researcher Campbell 52 Problem DP2 
13 Researcher Robert 53 Problem DP3 
14 Researcher Vishwanathan 54 Problem DP4 
15 Researcher Hernandez 55 Problem DP5 
16 Researcher C. Schmidt 56 Problem DP6 
17 Researcher Okudan 57 Problem DP7 
18 Researcher S. Miller 58 Problem DP8 
19 Researcher Markman 59 Problem DP9 
20 Researcher Wood 60 Problem DP10 
21 Researcher Daly 61 Problem DP11 
22 Researcher Glier 62 Problem DP12 
23 Researcher Acuna 63 Problem DP13 
24 Researcher Shah 64 Problem DP14 
25 Researcher Smith 65 Problem DP15 
26 Researcher Crawford 66 Problem DP16 
27 Researcher Doboli 67 Problem DP17 
28 Researcher Kudrowitz 68 Problem DP18 
29 Researcher Wallace 69 Problem DP19 
30 Researcher Jablokow 70 Problem DP20 
31 Researcher Y. Jin 71 Problem DP21 
32 Researcher Cheong 72 Problem DP22 
33 Researcher Chiu 73 Problem DP23 
34 Researcher Shu 74 Problem DP24 
35 Researcher Tsenn 75 Problem DP25 
36 Researcher R. Miller 76 Problem DP26 
37 Researcher Seepersad 77 Problem DP27 
38 Researcher Otto 78 Problem DP28 
39 Researcher Shorachi 79 Problem DP29 






81 Problem DP31 
82 Problem DP32 
83 Problem DP33 
84 Problem DP34 
85 Problem DP35 
86 Problem DP36 






Appendix C: Design problem similarity assessment 
Table C-1: Protocol used for inter-rater reliability test 
S.No. Characteristic Questions asked Scoring system 
1 Number of 
goals 
What is the final objective of the problem 
statement? 
Does the problem statement ask only to design 
one object or more? 
Count the number 
of goals or 
objectives 





How many primary functions can you find? 
How many action verbs can you identify? 
Count the number 
of functional 
requirements given 
in the problem 
statement. There 
can be 2 cases:  
1: When a new 
product design is 
desired: In this case, 
FR should be 
specified in the 
problem 
statement. Else, 
give a score of 0. 
3 Non-functional 
requirements 
How many non-action and non-functional aspects 
can you identify? 
How many performance and usability aspects can 
you identify? 
Count the number 
of Non-functional 
requirements given 
in the problem 
statement. 
4 Information 
about end user 
Can you identify who is going to use the product? Check the problem 
statement to see if 
any information 
about the end user is 
provided or not. If 
yes, give a score of 
1, else a 0 
5 Reference to 
existing 
product. 
Do you know if the product that needs to be 
designed exists? 
If a reference to 
existing product 
exists in the 
problem statement, 
















Figure C-3: Scores for evaluator 1 for problem 3 
 












Figure C-7: Scores for evaluator 2 for problem 3 
 












Figure C-11: Scores for evaluator 3 for problem 3 
 












Figure C-15: Scores for evaluator 4 for problem 3 
 
Figure C-16: Scores for evaluator 4 for problem 4 
178 
 
Table C-2: Scores for element 'No. of goal' for all problems 
 Score 
Problem number E1 E2 E3 E4 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 
 
Table C-3: Scores for element 'No. of functional requirements' for all problems 
 Score 
Problem number E1 E2 E3 E4 
1 2 2 2 2 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 1 
 
Table C-4: Scores for element 'No. of non - functional requirements' for all problems 
 Score 
Problem number E1 E2 E3 E4 
1 0 0 1 0 
2 4 3 4 4 
3 2 2 2 3 
4 0 1 0 0 
 
Table C-5: Scores for element 'Information about end user' for all problems 
 Score (Yes = 1, No = 0) 
Problem number E1 E2 E3 E4 
1 1 1 1 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 1 1 0 1 





Table C-6: Scores for element 'Reference to existing product' for all problems 
 Score (Yes = 1, No = 0) 
Problem number E1 E2 E3 E4 
1 1 1 1 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 
180 
 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix D: Data for meta-regression analysis   
Table D-1: Standardized mean difference and within - study errors for metric ‘quantity’ 
   Treatment group Control group     
ID Author Year N1 Mean1 SD1 N2 Mean2 SD2 t F SMD’ SE 
9b. Tsenn [80] 2014 9 12.9 3.3 18 19.2 11.9   -0.61 0.42 
12a Smith,S [130] 1993 50 2.9 1.31 44 2.82 1.06  0.11 0.07 0.21 
12b Smith,S 1993 50 3.08 0.94 44 2.95 1.18  0.33 0.12 0.21 
12c Smith,S 1993 66 NA NA 25 NA NA  0.22 0.11 0.23 
12d Smith,S 1993 66 NA NA 25 NA NA  0.46 0.16 0.24 
12e Smith,S 1993 20 3.65 0.88 20 3.55 1.1   0.10 0.32 
12f Smith,S 1993 20 3.9 1.29 20 3.55 1.1   0.29 0.32 
13a Shorachi [82] 2015 15 3.01 1.14 15 2.13 0.83   0.86 0.38 
13b Shorachi 2015 15 2.51 0.81 15 2.13 0.83   0.45 0.37 
14a Lujun [83] 2011 19 3.58 1.84 19 4 2   -0.21 0.33 
14b Lujun 2011 19 3.58 1.3 19 4 2   -0.24 0.33 
14c Lujun 2011 19 4.32 1.7 19 4 2   0.17 0.33 
15a Cardoso [84] 2012 20 5.7 1.52 18 5.39 2.57   0.15 0.33 
15b Cardoso 2012 20 5.05 2.21 18 5.39 2.57   -0.14 0.33 
16a Agogue [150] 2013 27 NA NA 78 NA NA 1.74  -0.39 0.22 
17a Cardoso 
[151] 
2011 21 10.3 NA 19 8.7 NA   -0.08 0.32 
17b Cardoso 2011 20 10 NA 19 8.7 NA   -0.08 0.32 
18a Chan [85] 2011 64 3.45 2.26 24 4.38 1.02   -0.46 0.24 
18b Chan 2011 63 4.48 4.3 24 4.38 1.02   0.03 0.24 
18c Chan 2011 66 2.85 3.14 24 4.38 1.02   -0.55 0.24 
18d Chan 2011 61 5.16 3.53 24 4.38 1.02   0.25 0.24 
19 Pertulla [153] 2016 8 9.38 4.07 8 8.75 2.31   0.18 0.50 
20a. Goncalves 
[86] 
2012 19 5.37 2.14 18 5.39 2.57   -0.01 0.33 
20b. Goncalves 2012 20 7.7 5.99 18 5.39 2.57   0.48 0.33 
20c. Goncalves 2012 19 5.89 4 18 5.39 2.57   0.14 0.33 
21a Chrysikou 
[154] 
2005 30 2.73 1.48 30 2.67 1.27   0.04 0.26 
21b Chrysikou 2005 29 2.55 1.35 30 2.67 1.27   -0.09 0.26 
21c Chrysikou 2005 30 2.93 1.17 30 2.87 1.22   0.05 0.26 
21d Chrysikou 2005 29 2.45 1.3 30 2.87 1.22   -0.33 0.26 
21e Chrysikou 2005 20 1.8 1 18 1.83 0.92   -0.03 0.32 
21f Chrysikou 2005 20 1.65 0.67 18 1.83 0.92   -0.22 0.33 
21g Chrysikou 2005 20 2.3 1.26 18 2.35 1.7   -0.03 0.32 
186 
 
   Treatment group Control group     
ID Author Year N1 Mean1 SD1 N2 Mean2 SD2 t F SMD’ SE 
21h Chrysikou 2005 20 1.7 0.73 18 2.35 1.7   -0.50 0.33 
22a Siangliulue 
[155] 
2015 19 10.9 5.83 25 10.9 5.43   0.00 0.30 
22b Siangliulue 2015 28 13.8 6.8 25 10.9 5.43   0.46 0.28 
22c Siangliulue 2015 25 8.8 3.44 25 10.9 5.43   -0.45 0.29 
23a Atilola [128] 2014 20 13.7 9.52 20 19.6 9.52   -0.61 0.32 
23b Atilola 2014 20 10.43 9.8 20 19.6 9.52   -0.93 0.33 
23c Atilola 2014 20 11.76 10.8 20 19.6 9.52   -0.75 0.33 
25a Linsey [157] 2015 15 8.11 3.9 15 10.81 3.8   -0.68 0.38 
25b Linsey 2015 15 10.45 4.32 15 10.81 3.8   -0.09 0.37 
25c Linsey 2015 15 9.84 4.96 15 10.81 3.8   -0.21 0.37 
27a Tseng [158] 2008 17 6.83 3.41 18 5.67 1.99   0.41 0.34 
27b Tseng 2008 18 7.67 3.15 18 5.67 1.99   0.74 0.34 
27c Tseng 2008 18 7.96 3.98 18 5.67 1.99   0.71 0.34 
 
Table D-2: Standardized mean difference and within - study errors for metric ‘quality’ 
   Treatment group Control group     
ID Author Year N1 Mean1 SD1 N2 Mean2 SD2 t F SMD’ SE 
14a Lujun 2011 19 2.24 0.58 19 1.51 0.5   1.32 0.36 
14b Lujun 2011 19 2.19 0.55 19 1.51 0.5   1.27 0.36 
14c Lujun 2011 19 2.12 0.55 19 1.51 0.5   1.14 0.35 
17a Cardoso 2011 21 3.56 1.21 19 3.7 1.19   -0.11 0.32 
17b Cardoso 2011 20 3.56 1.1 19 3.7 1.19   -0.12 0.32 
23a Atilola 2014 20 0.93 0.25 20 0.829 0.27   0.38 0.32 
23b Atilola 2014 20 1.115 0.32 20 0.829 0.27   0.95 0.33 
23c Atilola 2014 20 1.07 0.21 20 0.829 0.27   0.98 0.33 
25a Linsey 2015 15 0.87 0.42 15 0.86 0.37   0.02 0.37 
25b Linsey 2015 15 1.14 0.53 15 0.86 0.37   0.6 0.37 
25c Linsey 2015 15 0.8 0.31 15 0.86 0.37   -0.17 0.37 
26a Chan [169] 2013 24 0.475 0.142 24 0.45 0.097   0.2 0.29 





Table D-3: Standardized mean difference and within - study errors for metric ‘novelty’ 
   Treatment group Control group     
ID Author Year N1 Mean1 SD1 N2 Mean2 SD2 t F SMD’ SE 
12a Smith,S 1993 47 NA NA 47 NA NA  8.13 -0.58 0.21 
12b Smith,S 1993 47 NA NA 47 NA NA  12.5 -0.72 0.21 
12c Smith,S 1993 66 NA NA 25 NA NA   -0.64 0.24 
12d Smith,S 1993 66 NA NA 25 NA NA  12.53 -0.82 0.24 
12e Smith,S 1993 20 NA NA 20 NA NA 1.56  -0.48 0.32 
12f Smith,S 1993 20 NA NA 20 NA NA 2.89  -0.9 0.33 
13a Shorachi 2015 15 2.4 0.32 15 2.26 0.47   0.34 0.37 
13b Shorachi 2015 15 2.55 0.44 15 2.26 0.47   0.62 0.37 
15a Cardoso 2012 20 2.86 0.23 18 2.62 0.23   1.02 0.35 
15b Cardoso 2012 20 2.71 0.37 18 2.62 0.23   0.28 0.33 
16a Agogue 2013 27 0.43 0.27 78 0.569 0.134   -0.77 0.23 
16b Agogue 2013 26 0.648 0.126 78 0.569 0.134   0.59 0.23 
17a Cardoso 2011 21 NA NA 19 NA NA   -0.63 0.32 
17b Cardoso 2011 20 NA NA 19 NA NA   -1.12 0.34 
18a Chan 2011 64 0.91 0.098 24 0.88 0.1   0.3 0.24 
18b Chan 2011 63 0.86 0.113 24 0.88 0.1   -0.18 0.24 
20a. Goncalves 2012 19 14.06 4.3 18 15.32 3.73   -0.31 0.33 
20b. Goncalves 2012 20 12.1 3.15 18 15.32 3.73   -0.92 0.34 
20c. Goncalves 2012 19 13.76 4.41 18 15.32 3.73   -0.37 0.33 
22a Siangliulue 2015 19 0.176 0.22 25 -0.177 0.48   0.89 0.32 
22b Siangliulue 2015 28 -0.013 0.24 25 -0.177 0.48   0.43 0.28 
22c Siangliulue 2015 25 0.051 0.209 25 -0.177 0.48   0.61 0.29 
24a Wilson [88] 2010 9 0.76 0.24 8 0.41 0.33   1.16 0.53 
24b Wilson 2010 9 0.94 0.11 8 0.41 0.33   2.1 0.61 
25a Linsey 2015 15 0.5 0.33 15 0.56 0.26   -0.2 0.37 
25b Linsey 2015 15 0.64 0.135 15 0.56 0.26   0.38 0.37 
25c Linsey 2015 15 0.56 0.25 15 0.56 0.26   0 0.37 
26a Chan 2013 24 0.927 0.042 24 0.933 0.044   -0.14 0.29 
26b Chan 2013 24 0.88 0.077 24 0.933 0.044   -0.83 0.3 
27a Tseng 2008 17 0.887 0.016 18 0.866 0.028   0.89 0.35 
27b Tseng 2008 18 0.858 0.03 18 0.866 0.028   -0.27 0.33 





Table D-4: Problem size as used in meta-regression analysis. NFR represents a non – functional 











Design and build a low-cost <NFR1>, easy to manufacture 
<NFR2> peanut shelling machine <FR1> that will increase 
the productivity <NFR3> of the African peanut farmers. 
Target throughput is approximately 50 Kg per hour. The goals 
include: a. Must remove the shell with minimal damage 
<NFR4> to peanuts b. Electrical outlets are not available 
<NFR5> as a power source c. A large quantity of peanuts 
must be quickly shelled <FR2>. 
2 5 7 
12a New toy 
Imagine that you are employed by a toy company that is in 
need of new ideas for toys. Your task is to design some new 
toys <FR1> for the company. Within the allotted 20 minutes 
draw as many new and different toys of your own creative 
design as you are able. Duplication of toys that currently exist 
or have already existed is not permitted. <NFR1> 




Imagine a planet just like Earth existing somewhere in the 
universe. It is currently uninhabited. Your task is to design 
new creatures to inhabit the planet. <FR1>  Within the 
allotted 20 minutes draw as many new and different creatures 
of your own creative design as you are able. Duplication of 
creatures now extinct or living on the planet Earth is not 
permitted. <NFR1> 





People generally use their mobile phone or a traditional alarm 
clock in order to wake themselves up every morning. Yet, 
they are not always effective and can sometimes cause 
oversleeping. What would be other possible ways to wake up 
in the morning <FR1> in a certain time without using any 
form of alarm clock? <NFR1> Generate as many ideas as 
possible. 




Design a pumping unit to extract petroleum <FR1> 







Since ancient times, transportation of people and goods has 
always been an essential human activity. Despite the rapid 
technological developments in the field of human 
transportation, it is still uncertain how this area will unfold in 
the future. Your task is to think about how human 
transportation will be like in 2050. <FR1>  You are kindly 
asked to draw as many different ideas as you can in 45 
minutes 




Ensure that a hen’s egg dropped from a height of 10 m does 
not break. <FR1> 











Design a device that allows people to pick up a book from a 
shelf <FR1> (e.g. in a library) that is out of their reach, for 
instance, above their head. It should be: 
1. Ease of use  — solution ideas’ <NFR1> level of usability 
in terms of how easy/comfortable would be for an user to 
retrieve a book using it. 
2. Manufacture — feasibility <NFR2> of building such a 
device using existing technologies.  
3. Minimized book damage — <NFR3> likelihood of a book 
being damaged during retrieval.  







Design a device to collect energy from human motion <FR1> 
for use in developing and impoverished rural communities in 
places like India and many African countries. Our goal is to 
build a low-cost, <NFR1> easy to manufacture device 
<NFR2> targeted at individuals and small households to 
provide energy to be stored in a rechargeable battery <FR2> 
with approximately 80% efficiency. The energy is intended to 
be used by small, low power draw electrical devices, such as a 
radio or lighting device, hopefully leading to an increase in 
the quality of life of the communities by increasing 
productivity, connection to the outside world, etc. The target 
energy production is 1 kW-h per day, roughly enough to 
power eight 25W compact florescent light bulbs for 5 h each 
per day, or enough to power a CB radio for the entire day. For 
reference, an average adult human can output about 200W 
with full body physical activity for short periods of time, with 
a significant reduction for sustained power output. 






Watering of house-plants is an easy task. However, when 
people leave on holiday or business, this task is often left to 
other persons. Your assignment is to generate as many 
different ideas as possible for an automatic watering device 
<FR1> for house-plants. The device should provide a plant 
with about a deciliter of water <FR2> per week - no more or 
less. The device should be able to water the plant for a 
minimum <FR3> of one month. 
3 0 3 
21a Bike rack 
Suppose you are asked to construct a new bike rack for cars. 
<FR1> You should construct as many designs as possible, 
write comments with each design, and number each individual 
design. There are no constraints in the materials you may 
want to use. The problems to be addressed are: 
1. Easy mounting of the bicycle <NFR1> 
2. Easy mounting of the rack <NFR2> 
3. Cannot harm bike or car <NFR3> 
4. Must be versatile for all bikes and cars <NFR4> 










Suppose you are asked to construct an inexpensive, <NFR1> 
disposable, <NFR2> spill-proof coffee cup. <FR1> You 
should construct as many designs as possible, write comments 
with each design, and number each individual design. There 
are no constraints in the materials you may want to use. The 
problems to be addressed are: 
1. Leaking of the cup if it tips over <FR2> 
2. Leaking of the cup when squeezed <FR3> 
3. Hot liquid burning the user’s mouth <FR4> 




Generate product ideas for an imaginary technology—a 
touch-sensitive <FR1> “fabric display” that could render high 
resolution images <FR2> and videos on any fabric <FR3> 
through a penny-sized connector. <NFR1> 





Due to potential foe leg injuries, MTREK is now requiring 
guides to carry additional supplies to treat leg and ankle 
injuries. In the design challenge, MTREK has hired you to 
design a device that can be used to immobilize a joint or limb 
in case of an extreme injury. <FR1> This device must be (1) 
as light <NFR1> and small <NFR2> as possible when stored 
in the guide's packs but (2) rigid <NFR3> and large <NFR4> 
enough to immobilize the leg of an average sized male. 




The clock is one of the oldest human inventions, requiring a 
physical process that will proceed at a known rate and a way 
to gauge how long that process has run. As the seasons and 
the phases of the moon can be used to measure the passage of 
longer periods of time, shorter processes had to be used to 
measure off hours, minutes, and seconds. You need to come 
up with as many of these shorter processes to measure the 
passage of hours, <FR1> minutes, and seconds as you can in 
ten minutes. The time measurement does not have to be in any 
known unit so long as it is repeatable <FR2> so that you can 
repeat it with a clock at a later time. You are alone in a large 
featureless room with no windows, a door with doorknob, a 
hanging light fixture on the 10-foot ceiling, and a sink and 
drain with working tap. Please draw or describe the concept of 
your solutions in order in the boxes provided and mark the 
time as projected by the laptop in the front of the classroom to 
the second (hh:mm:ss) in the space provided when you finish 
each solution. 




Figure D-1: Standardized residual vs predicted value of effect size for metric 'quantity' for design 
problem regression model 
 
Figure D-2: Standardized residual vs predicted value of effect size for metric 'quality' for design problem 
regression model 
 
Figure D-3: Standardized residual vs predicted value of effect size for metric 'novelty' for design 




Figure D-4: Normal Q-Q plot for metric ‘quantity’ for design problem regression model 
 
 
Figure D-5: Normal Q-Q plot for metric ‘quality’ for design problem regression model 
 
 




Figure D-7: Funnel plot for metric ‘quantity’ 
 
 





Figure D-9: Funnel plot for metric ‘novelty’ 
  





Quantity Quality Novelty 
t - value 1.79 -1.14 2.77 
Degree of freedom 45 13 32 
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